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LITERARY FICTION

FEEL-GOOD NOVELS



WITNESS TO NOTHING
 An award-winning author already translated in 2 languages. Two 
linked paths will unfold under the eye of a rather special witness.

I am a dog. I brush against the legs and get teased. I wander silently 
around the house. I watch. I hear noises, I hear cries. I dread angers. This 
is the story of intersecting destinies of two sisters who grew up together 
in a large and seemingly united family. Once married, they are forced to 
live side by side on a piece of land given to them by their father. Gaétane 
and Jeanne are two post-war women who are as different as they are 
inseparable. Their lives are linked through joys, sorrows, victories, 
defeats, small and great misfortunes. It is the story of two parallel but 
linked trajectories. The intertwined lives of each of the members of 
these two families will unfold under the eye of a rather special witness. 
Is it a good idea to link so many different characters, paths and lives? 
With a poetic, metaphorical, breathtaking and so sincere writing, Tom 
Noti reveals himself as a keen observer of the evils that dwell in each of 
us and we always find in it a bit of our own lives, even more.

THE MAN WHO WAITS IN THE STONE
 By the author winner of the prestigious Marcel Pagnol Award, the 
Plume d’Or Antibes Award and the Gilbert Dupé Award.

More than a novel, this book is a diary kept by a homely painter, Augustin, 
drawn out of his cocoon to find, as he promised, traces of his brother 
Theo who disappeared in a lava flow on the other side of the world, 
twenty years before. Augustin, whose only thread was for a long time the 
simple pleasure of painting without ever bonding to any one, confesses: 
"I was lulled by colors. And then I always tended to let myself be guided 
by the whimsical acupuncture of chance. Yes, I have always had total 
confidence in what is foolishly called fate." This diary, entirely dedicated 
to a little girl living in a village of lost souls under the protection of a 
volcano, is the story of a being who discovers a crazy love for innocence 
and beauty, the universal of every moment lived far from the glue of 
fears, noise and greed. Alain Cadéo offers the reader a story, almost like 
a diary, that carries him along the crest of a beautiful writing wave. The 
foam of beautiful words.

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 235
WORDS: 63,000
PRICE: EUR 20.00

ALMOST FREE
 A Nature Writing novel developing like a film plot. A long walk across 
France to the point of exhaustion as a race towards a new breath!

For weeks, Sam had been walking in the wilderness, without really 
knowing where he was going, to flee a past from which he could not 
recover, in search of a hypothetical redemption. With the secret hope 
that one day, in the course of encounters and the passing of time, he 
would manage to forgive himself for the unforgivable. He progresses like 
his own enemy. Distrustful, sharpened by violence, the others are filled 
with judgement like barking wolves. In the folds of kilometers, he will 
take refuge in a den in the heart of the mountains, the sheepfold of 
hearts. In this peaceful place, surrender is like a rain-soaked coat applied 
to his fragile, still-vibrant body. This book is the story of an ex-convict’s 
long wandering through the French mountains. By taking his destiny into 
his own hands, will he find his way to an impossible rebirth? A beautiful 
story, simple and filled with a moving humanity, in a sometimes harsh, 
often flamboyant nature. A journey, a real one, from which the reader 
does not leave unscathed.

OF SALT AND ASHES
 A book winner of the prestigious Grand prix for novels by the Société 
des Gens de Lettres.

On a desert of sand and salt, in the Camargue region (France), lives 
Helene de Silve, a young widow who raises and trains horses. At her 
service, Jourdan, a cattleman who, one day, asked her for work and 
lodging. And Michel Redon, a gentle childhood friend who, unlike Helene, 
has become an ambitious owner. As the story begins, a charge is filed: 
Jourdan is accused of murder. Inspector Lecomte, mysterious and 
silent, understands everything and gets overwhelmed by the Camargue 
region and by this woman… This novel is the tireless reminiscence of a 
rough land on which people struggle and from which they derive their 
rough and most often inexplicable nature, seized as they are at the 
height of their passions. This novel is of timeless value. It carries the feel 
of a lively philosophy about the meaning of deep existence. Jean Proal’s 
books seem to vibrate under the effect of a more than major, essential 
obsession: that of telling nature in all its forms, whether it be the animal, 
vegetable and mineral worlds or the four elements.

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 230
WORDS: 60,000
PRICE: EUR 20.00

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 249
WORDS: 65,000
PRICE: EUR 20.00

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 223
WORDS: 50,000
PRICE: EUR 20.00

Tom Noti lives in the hollow of majestic mountains, which are his life source. His 
stories are about people who move forward, regardless of the burdens they carry. 
He is the winner of the 2020 Lettres Frontière Award (They were waiting for me).

As a demanding and rigorous seeker of roads that lead off the beaten track, Alain 
Cadéo is a perpetual and soulful traveller who sets out to meet the Other and find 
truth and fairness onthe way. He is a multi-awarded author.



WOMEN WHO KEEP SILENT
 By the author winner of the 2019 Leclerc Obscure Award. Brutal and 
moving, a novel about the weight of secrets among raped women.

On a December night, a mysterious disappearance is reported at the 
hospital’s maternity ward. The management instructs its staff to keep it 
quiet: the hospital’s reputation is at stake. Years go by, the secret is 
buried. However, eighteen years later, fate intervenes when, after a 
terrible discovery, Caroline digs into the past… Caroline and Augusta are 
two women who seem to have nothing in common. And yet… One works 
for the other; one is "rich", the other is not; one is into work, the other into 
appearances. And both have gotten pregnant at the same time: 
happiness for the first, misfortune for the second. Sharing the same 
room, Caroline and Augusta’s destinies unite following an event as tragic 
as it is terrible. What has happened that breaks their lives apart and 
tarnishes their happiness? For the love of a mother, for the love of a son, 
how far can one give away? Bénédicte Rousset’s words are strong and 
powerful. Reading them is like putting a balm on our own silences, on 
the wounds that prevent us from flying.

ULYSSES’ CHILDREN
RIGHTS SOLD: Persian (Ana Pol)

 A book winner of the 2021 Alpes Isère habitat award. Already trans-
lated into Persian. A relevant topic among current social discourse.

The Idomeni refugee camp in Macedonia, whose conditions for migrants 
are terrible, is dismantled. The road to the Balkans will not reopen. Every 
day, every night, more migrants are turned away at the border, and many 
young people have disappeared into the wilderness. Feriel, a little Afghan 
girl trying to reach Austria with her brother, is a painful example. With no 
other alternative but to leave the camp at the risk of being forced to 
return to Afghanistan, they take refuge in the surrounding mountains. 
But a meeting with Elliniki, an old Greek woman, will change the course 
of this tragic story. Overwhelmed by so much misery, she will open her 
heart, which had been closed off by her own history. She reaches out to 
the two teenagers to welcome them into her modest home. In the end, 
they will realize they are not so different, after all. Carole Declercq’s 
writing is sensitive and sharp. It carries a message like the wave carries 
a cry of despair thrown into an ocean of sadness and absurdity.

THEY WERE WAITING FOR ME
RIGHTS SOLD: Greek (World Books), Persian (Ana Pol)

 A book winner of the Lettres Frontière Award in 2020. The vicious 
spiral of an abused child.

Two people love each other and their loneliness are magnetized. It feels 
like a simple and luminous love story, but there are the shadows that 
Max hides behind his silence… Max is rather introverted and highly sensi-
tive. Even with his colleagues, he is somewhat distant. When his girl-
friend Halley finds out she is pregnant, they decide to get married. 
Fatherhood is a commitment that worries Max. Abused as a child, he 
was placed in a foster family at a very young age. He has never known 
love and does not know what a family is, nor how he should love his 
child. The birth of little Rosie will be the start of Max’s descent into hell, 
caught up in the whirlwind of unconditional and boundless fatherly love. 
Out of love for his daughter and to avoid her suffering as he suffered as 
a child, Max decides to live on the streets… A human portrait, a moving 
family saga worthy of a Shakespearean tragedy.

MAYACUMBRA
 By the author winner of the prestigious Marcel Pagnol Award, the 
Plume d’Or Antibes Award and the Gilbert Dupé Award.

Surrounded by forests and mists, under the shadow of a dormant 
volcano and yet incredibly watchful, a few huts sit: Mayacumbra. It is a 
small village, a raft of lost souls, of wanderers, of vagabonds, all magne-
tically drawn to this remote corner of the world. It is there that Theo finds 
himself after a long journey. Above, higher, at the limit of oblivion, he will 
build his ultimate refuge. Young Lita is the gem, the stability of this 
modest society, but she is also Theo’s one true love, the one who makes 
him happy even if she belongs to another man. Living on the hillsides of 
a volcano also means feeling it rumbling, gurgling, whispering, accepting 
its domination and, when it comes to Theo, its protection. Within oneself, 
one finds all possible destinations. But even there, one day or another, 
come to crawl the shadows of our fears. Mayacumbra is the cauldron 
where our joys, our innocence and our fears come together. The author 
tames the wildness of words, and makes the reader understand that it 
is not their meaning that matters, but the feeling that they convey.

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 430
WORDS: 110,000
PRICE: EUR 21.00

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 160
WORDS: 40,000
PRICE: EUR 18.00

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 350
WORDS: 83,000
PRICE: EUR 20.00

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 366
WORDS: 54,000
PRICE: EUR 20.00

A teacher of French literature, writing allows Bénédicte Rousset to explore hitherto 
unknown corners of herself, in a family tradition that she discovered through the 
plays, poems and novels written by her forebears.

A teacher of literature and ancient languages, with a passion for history, sociology, 
and life stories, Carole Declercq cannot imagine writing without roots in a historical 
or social context. This leads the reader to reflect and resonate with characters.



THE STRANGE CHRISTMAS THAT CHANGED 
MY LIFE
 A single woman in her thirties helps an embittered old lady to have 
an unforgettable Christmas.

As Christmas approaches, Lina looks back on her life with mixed 
feelings: she works day and night at her father’s restaurant, her boyfriend 
has a tendency to humiliate her and her gynecologist advises her to 
freeze her eggs. Annoyed that her father doesn’t think much of her, she 
resigns. But how could she pay the rent without any income... Tricky! 
When an old woman mistakes her for her carer, Lina seizes her chance. 
What could be simpler than cleaning and cooking for an old lady who is 
a bit of a spoilsport? When she takes on this improvised role, Lina has 
no idea that the job consists of taking on incredible challenges… among 
which meeting Prince Harry! With delicacy, emotion and a good dose of 
quirkiness, Marilyse Trécourt tells us about friendship, love, audacity and 
new-found self-confidence. A jubilant Christmas comedy, from which we 
emerge ready to face anything. She bubbles with creativity in this delight-
ful comedy that smells of cinnamon and hot chocolate.

TEN BILLION STARS KNOCKING IN MY HEAD
 The itinerary of an hypersensitive, precocious child who struggles to 
adapt to an environment that does not understand his differences.

Théo is a precocious child. His life is a panorama of colours, numbers, 
deductions, discoveries and sometimes disillusions. The youngest child 
in the family, he suffers from his hypersensitivity, which his mother 
mistakenly takes for sentimentality. His two brothers do him no favours 
either. As for his father, he takes things in stride, busy repairing time in 
his clock shop. On the advice of his teacher, and the opinion of the 
school psychologist, Théo skips a grade. But life does not get any easier, 
he struggles to adapt to an environment that does not understant his 
differences. His world collapses as a teenager when his brother Lucas 
is the victim of a terrible accident. Théo lets go and sinks. And then one 
day, he discovers science and nourishes a secret dream that will give 
meaning to his life: he will be a pioneer, he will explore space. He will 
understand that hope can spring up anywhere, as long as there are stars. 
This book recounts the moving confessions of a precocious child from 
his earliest years to adulthood.

THE BIRTH OF A MOTHER
 A powerful story about motherhood, the one we inherit and the one 
we build. Everything is brought to life by quotes from Maria Montessori 
at the beginning of each chapter.

Alice loves Fatima, her nanny. Her parents, Valentine and Pierre, are 
important, busy people, too busy to take care of her. Over the years and 
with care, Fatima becomes the mother that life grants to Alice, even if 
she sometimes overdoes it. Alice is eight years old when Valentine, 
seeking to take back control of her daughter’s education, abruptly 
dismisses Fatima. This decision will irrevocably change the course of 
each of their lives… The trio of daughter, mother and nanny, and the 
protagonists who surround them, are plunged into a turmoil that ques-
tions the role of each, gender equality and the weight of genealogy in our 
lives. The importance of successfully educating our children with love 
and listening is supported at the beginning of each chapter by a quote 
from Maria Montessori, whose educational methods have long been 
used, and are now making a comeback. A breathtaking and overwhel-
ming read driven by a young and engaging heroine

BUTTERFLIES ON OXYGEN
 A novel that takes the reader through every emotion and lets him 
embark on a sentimental road-trip.

Butterflies are the ones you get in your stomach when you first fall in 
love; after thirty years of living together, if they have disappeared, why 
not try to save them by putting them on oxygen? Adrien Vialard’s life 
shattered when his wife Tina left him. Their relationship had been on life 
support for a few months, but he continued to hope for better days. 
Thirty years of life together, however, were abruptly erased by a "I don’t 
think I love you anymore" uttered in a restaurant by his wife who had 
become a stranger. The story could have ended there. But after the 
shock, Adrien sets out to win Tina back, to resurrect the love between 
them, to put the butterflies on oxygen. His plan is radical, as romantic as 
it is suicidal: to kidnap Tina and offer her a road trip in a van, a pilgrimage 
to the source of their love story. What exactly is love? Butterflies in your 
stomach? The passion that sweeps away everything in its wake? Or on 
the contrary, the certainty of always being supported and loved by your 
partner no matter what life throws at you?

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 302
WORDS: TBC
PRICE: EUR 16.90

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 192
WORDS: 62,000
PRICE: EUR 16.00

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 208
WORDS: 45,000
PRICE: EUR 15.90

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 264
WORDS: TBC
PRICE: EUR 16.90

Amélia Matar is the co-founder of the COLORI project, which offers Montessori 
inspired workshops for very young children to prepare them for the technological 
transformations of our time. The birth of a mother is her first novel.

Jean-Michel Audoual has been teaching French in secondary schools for over 20 
years. He accompanies intellectually gifted children as part of his educational 
mission since the creation of a pilot program in 2000.



THE PLACE-AUX-HERBES BOOKSHOP
RIGHTS SOLD: Arabic (CCA), Bulgarian (Kragozor), Czech (Metafora), 
Italian (Newton Compton), Korean (Danielstone) and Russian (Centre-
polygraph) and Slovak (Metafora)

 150,000+ copies sold. A beautiful writing full of emotion. Multiple 
short stories with different characters, told by the bookshop owner.

"Tell me what you read, I’ll tell you who you are." Having raised their 
children, Nathalie and Philippe are at that age where it is important to 
start together a new slice of life. They decide to leave Paris to Uzès, in 
the South of France where Nathalie buys a bookstore. Generous and 
passionate, she quickly bonds with those who push the door of her shop. 
As many books as readers, as many readers as men and women with 
unique stories. She becomes a kind of apothecary who delivers books 
like other plants or herbal teas to accompany her “patients”. Tender, 
funny or tragic, Nathalie tells these stories along with her own. All set 
against a backdrop of southern sunlight, the smell of scrublands, market 
stalls under the plane trees, and a thousand details that bear witness to 
the art of living in the South of France.

HAPPINESS IS A BUTTERFLY
 35,000+ copies sold. A beautiful mystic romance where self ques-
tioning and life choices will be major subjects brilliantly handled…

On 21 April 2015, Thomas, 38 years old, finds himself in front of the 
family home where he spent the best years of his childhood. As he 
ventures, nostalgically, into the now abandoned house, his deceased 
grandmother appears to him and offers him a deal: to relive the last 
twenty years of his life! On April 21, 2015, he will have to show up at the 
same place where he will then have a choice: go back to his old life or 
stay in his "new" life. Thomas accepts. Projected twenty years back in 
time, he is 18 years old again, and has 38 years of hindsight and expe-
rience to not reproduce his youthful mistakes. But going backwards 
without making a mistake is not that simple… Will he have the courage 
to change the course of his life? Will he forget his past, his wife and his 
children? Will he be able to avoid the chaos triggered by the flapping of 
the butterfly’s wings? Marilyse Trécourt shows us that things are not 
always what they seem, that people are more complex than we first 
think. Without ever lecturing.

THE STARS SHINE BRIGHTER IF YOU REALLY 
BELIEVE IN THEM
 A reading experience that takes us from laughter to tears, that helps 
us reflect, and change to become the best version of ourselves.

Mireille’s passion is dog grooming. Within the Toutou You Two, she takes 
care of her four-legged friends. Between scissoring, depilation, 
massages, and cupcake cutting, no time to get bored! Apart from this 
unfailing professional commitment, Mireille’s life is a bit bland: no man 
on the horizon, social contacts reduced to one-on-one with her cat Alde-
bert, still fusional relationships with her parents… And what if her thir-
tieth birthday was the time of great changes? What she would need is a 
coach! A coach like her lost childhood friend, whom Mireille looks back 
on with nostalgia. This extroverted and audacious Emilie Gilbert who had 
already taken her under her wing in the playground. Destiny sometimes 
takes roundabout ways to make us hear its truth. Mireille will find her 
Emilie again, but the revelations are likely to be big… A beautiful self-help 
novel that gives us tips to add stars to our daily lives and review our life 
patterns...

WHEN THE QUEEN SINGS, THE BEES DANCE
 The novel that all parents should read! A beautiful burst of well being 
that makes us feel less guilty about being a simple human being.

"No parent is perfect… And that’s just fine!" Marie would like to be a 
perfect mother. A mother who never raises her voice, who is obeyed 
without punishing, who always finds time for her children… But that time 
is running out. Since she decided to leave her job to devote herself to her 
family, nothing is going well. She is exhausted and overwhelmed by the 
constraints of her everyday life. So she screams, punishes and can no 
longer manage her precocious teenager, her hypersensitive younger one 
and her latest energy guzzler. At the dawn of her fortieth birthday, Marie 
is on the verge of parental burn-out. But does she have the right to 
complain, she who has chosen to stay "at home"? And is there a recipe 
for becoming a perfect parent? A book that makes parents feel less 
guilty and gives them a lot of tips to improve. They will learn to say no; 
to congratulate or punish their child; to manage their temper and 
moods… everything is covered! Engaging characters, a story that hooks 
you, and the author provides helpful advice, with humor and kindness.

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 304
WORDS: 69,000
PRICE: EUR 16.00

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 224
WORDS: 63,000
PRICE: EUR 16.00

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 224
WORDS: 75,000
PRICE: EUR 16.00

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 232
WORDS: 65,000
PRICE: EUR 14.90

Véronique Maciejak is a teacher by training and has worked for almost 10 years in 
the media (television and radio). Trained in parent coaching and other relationship 
techniques, she has published three books on education.

Marilyse Trécourt claims she suffers from the Amélie Poulain syndrome, which 
consists of trying to make everyone around her happy. Her books are ideal for fans 
of emotions, humour, romance and personal development.



THE ECHO OF OUR TIMES
 By the award-winning author of The Chinese Woman in the Painting, 
translated into 4 languages. A colorful story, as an invitation to travel.

A small folded piece of paper, well hidden in the pocket of a basket 
bought at the harbor, and Saskia feels the odd impression of having 
picked up a bottle thrown into the sea. Words from Indonesia pique her 
curiosity. She is going through a difficult time, and nothing is holding her 
back in France, neither her work nor her childhood sweetheart who has 
just left her. So why not travel to Indonesia to escape the darkness of her 
current life, and perhaps solve the riddle in the basket? A very colorful 
modern novel that keeps the reader on the edge of his seat, as the disco-
veries that follow one another are as surprising as they are 
unexpected.

THE CHINESE WOMAN FROM THE PAINTING
RIGHTS SOLD: English (Harvard Square), German (Drachenhaus), 
Polish (Slowne), Russian (MTS Library)

  Winner of the 2020 Authors Words Award, finalist of the 2019 
Romantic Book Award, and of the 2021 Lions Literature Award.

Melisande and Guillaume’s meeting seems unexpected yet predestined. 
It is true love at first sight. One day, browsing the stands at a garage sale, 
their gaze falls upon a strange painting. In the foreground, they see a 
serene Chinese woman, while in the background they spot a couple who 
could easily be taken for them. They are further intrigued when they 
notice that Guillaume’s precious watch is faithfully reproduced and it 
seems that the painting really does depict them as a much older couple. 
How can such a coincidence be possible? Or is there something more 
to it? When they decide to have this odd painting examined, Melisande 
and Guillaume do not yet imagine all of the secrets that the Chinese 
woman is hiding and how much their life will change. To unravel its 
mysteries, the two lovers set off on a great journey through China… A 
poetic soft style, a spellbinding story, emotions, and a beautiful ending.

THE SUN DOESN’T SHINE FOR EVERYONE
 This novel is a race. Slow and tortuous at first, in the immobility of 
a hopeless life. Then another, relentless, in the reality of the gethos.

At almost 40 years old, Stephane is nothing. He is nobody. He has 
always lived in Marseille (France), and in Fredo’s bar, he feels at home: 
Kahina, a waitress waiting for a better life, is a big part of it. Steph, on 
the other hand, doesn’t expect much and lives on. It suits him: life can 
be nasty, so he gets on with it. Besides, in this boiling summer, getting a 
temporary job in a pizzeria on the Canebière is the ideal job! All the more 
so as chance soon puts old acquaintances back on his path. But under 
the relentless sky, in the heat of Marseille, tragedy is never far away, even 
for ordinary people… For a short while, his life will drift away, he will get 
caught up in a plot where the mob is the main character. Will he get away 
unscathed, without collateral damage, and resume the course of his 
miserable and simple life. This debut novel is written as a breathless 
journey through the streets and outlawed neighborhoods of the city of 
Marseille. There, destinies are made and unmade. In the dark violence 
of zenith burned in full flight.

LOVE HAS MEMORY
 An exciting journey through time and space, a lot of passion, but also 
family love. A very enjoyable cocktail.

In 2018, Mathilde, a happy grandmother, wants to pass on to her loved 
ones what she has always kept secret… In 1969, in Paris, Mathilde is 17 
years old, when she meets Prem, a 20 years old Indian. Passion carries 
them away but this love is not acceptable to their respective families. 
Mathilde and Prem will defy their family’s prohibitions and leave for India 
to pursue their passion under the sun of Auroville, an experimental city 
where their dream life seems possible, at last. But Prem, a victim of 
ancestral traditions and his family’s allegiance to the maharajah, is 
promised to another woman and Mathilde’s mother, a machiavellian 
middle-class woman, will do everything she can to destroy the young 
couple. His love for Mathilde will upset everything but some things are 
not easy to resist when you are so young. However, love has a long 
memory… An inspiring novel that mixes essential issues, such as intole-
rance, peace, love against all odds, traditions, open-mindedness, family 
secrets, mourning… The author’s pen is fluid and delicate, and takes us 
into a romance story far from the beautiful fairytales.

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: TBC
WORDS: TBC
PRICE: TBC

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 276
WORDS: 73,000
PRICE: EUR 15.80

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 168
WORDS: 42,000
PRICE: EUR 15.80

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 478
WORDS: 83,000
PRICE: EUR 7.80

Florence Tholozan lives near Montpellier. She holds a degree in clinical psychology 
and teaches in the Hérault region. As far back as she can remember, she has always 
had a love of words.

Brigitte Lechanteur is an actress, author, director, songwriter, record and show 
producer. She also worked for ten years as the managing director of an audiovisual 
group.



SOLVEIG’S BELLY BUTTON
 "There are those whom you barely know, who say a word, a sentence, 
grant you half an hour and change the course of your life."

Standor meets the most beautiful woman of his life, Solveig, young and 
mysterious, while shopping. She agrees to meet him the next day, but 
doesn’t show up and strangely vanishes into thin air. Standor is a man 
out of his depth, rooted in his solitude, his fears and his inability to 
communicate with others. This meeting with the mysterious and elusive 
Solveig brings about a cataclysm in his life… One year later, by develo-
ping the films of an old camera, bought in Marrocco, he will spot her 
again. And while strolling in the maze of a Moroccan souk, Solveig will 
reappear in his life, for a short period of time. These pictures on which 
she leaves him indications, these photographs, will inexplicably reach 
him beyond understanding. Why does she run every time? What are her 
real reasons? A superb allegory on the quest for absolute love and pure 
emotions. The language, sometimes colourful, often elaborate but 
always smooth, is alert and creative from beginning to end, in line with 
a plot that is as original as it is well crafted

THE TASTE OF DIZZINESS
 Two separate but intimately linked stories resurface in the narrator’s 
memory, where the violence of desire and mourning mingle.

"Do not miss your death. What is not to miss one’s death?" Twenty years 
after his girlfriend died at the age of 22 from a rare disease, the narrator 
meets by chance another woman he knew at that time, a violinist with 
whom he shared a strange and brutal passion. These two separate but 
intimately linked stories resurface in his memory, where the violence of 
desire and mourning mingle. "If nothing remains after death, one cannot 
experience death, this emptiness, because once dead, one knows 
nothing, one feels nothing. We can only experience dying. It is this expe-
rience that I would not miss, that is to say to be aware of it. To die in my 
sleep, if I don’t feel it, not awakening, dying as we say of "a beautiful 
death", that is what would be for me to miss my death".

PULL ME OUT OF THE ABYSS
 A powerful and deeply moving book that raises awareness on incest 
and, above all, silent preconceptions.

You have a heart beating in your chest, you know it, but it is just not 
enough. Sometimes only a daddy’s eyes and hands make you feel like 
you exist. And then one day, as if by magic, after a despicable trick in the 
washroom during which daddy pulled his rabbit out of the hat, he 
suddenly disappears, taking his darkest secrets with him, leaving you 
alone with your guilt. Then begins a quest, that of a little girl who has 
become a woman too early, trying at all costs to find her father, in every 
look and touch of other men, intimately convinced that he is hiding in 
each one of them. Because everyone has a father, but not everyone can 
imagine the impact it can have... when everything turns upside down, 
when love is too intense to be kind. Emmanuelle Drouet offers a sensi-
tive novel on female sexual addiction and highlights our body and mind’s 
defense mechanisms that allow us to overcome the impossible. Without 
taboos nor vulgarity, she recounts a life path marked by a constant 
search for emotional ties.

THE SILENT WOMAN
 Winner of the 2021 Literary Talent Award mentored by Marilyse 
Trécourt. The reader is a helpless spectator of perversity.

On June 17, 2013, Louise Andrieu is found dead at the bottom of the 
stairs at her home. The police and the family doctor surround what was, 
until half an hour ago, the frail but living body of a pretty old lady. A 
seventy-two year old woman who dies after a heavy fall, is plausible. But 
did Louise Andrieu really die in the early spring of 2013 or had she signed 
her death warrant in 1963, when she met René? Mathieu Albaïzeta 
plunges us into the heart of a drama which is played out insidiously, 
mischievously, perversely. Because, if blows are not given, words, 
indifference, infidelity, disregard, are no less violent and leave traces, as 
invisible as they are. When, on the one hand, hatred progressively subs-
titutes love and, on the other hand, love keeps on forgiving everything, 
dive into the abyss of a painful life in which the silence is deafening. 
Louise might be your neighbor, your cousin, your mother… living under 
the same roof as her tormentor. How can you know, since they won’t say 
a word, silently accusing themselves of everything?

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 200
WORDS: 27,000
PRICE: EUR 8.90

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 340
WORDS: 70,000
PRICE: EUR 19.90

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 200
WORDS: 35,000
PRICE: EUR 17.90

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 170
WORDS: 40,000
PRICE: EUR 17.90

Emmanuelle Drouet is a psychologist and lives in Vincennes. She puts her passion 
for human nature and psychology at the service of her writing filled with emotions. 
Pull me Out of the Abyss is her first novel.

Mathieu Albaizeta studied science, but it was his philosophy classes that opened 
the doors to his thoughts and writing. Mathieu likes to highlight the feelings and 
emotions of ordinary people.



MYSTERIES & THRILLERS



THE FOURTH GATHERING
 Power, money, career, rivalries, revenge… the chosen themes are 
brilliantly explored for a terrible descent into hell.

It’s time for a settling of scores between three men whose destinies are 
linked by a major fraud. William, an entrepreneur ready to do whatever it 
takes to shine on the edge of Silicon Valley, accepts support from an 
obscure investment fund, without informing his associates, just before 
their latest start-up goes bankrupt. Carl, the tax lawyer loyal to Visalia, 
California’s powerful mayor, smells a scam and starts digging into the 
company’s business. The incredible discovery he is about to make will 
seal his fate forever. As for Philip, his cop’s salary does not allow him to 
pay the bills to provide a decent ending to his mother’s life, so he is ready 
to accept anything, even if it means putting his own life at stake. These 
three men’s paths will meet at the yearly meeting between William and 
his associates, which has been a tradition since their start-up closed. A 
gathering that bears the number four. The last one perhaps?

EXTREME COLD
 finalist of the 2019 Polar VSD-RTL Award for Best French Thriller. A 
well conducted plot between reversals, family secrets, lies, plots…

Lucas’ life changed in a flash: his mother, a brilliant lawyer, was found 
dead in an underground parking lot. Although the police concluded it 
was suicide, Lucas never believed it. Convinced she was murdered, he 
embarks on an investigation that will strike him with unprecedented 
violence. The time has come for Lucas to open the door to his mother’s 
past… With the risk to see the unimaginable slipping out of it. Lucas, who 
thought he had seen it all through his work as an ER doctor, feels the 
distress, the upheaval, the inner turmoil, in the thick of concomitant and 
compromising clues. The obstacles are endless. He had hoped for 
nothing more than to save lives, but he will understand another definition 
of the word survival. The truth is at hand. So close. Much more terrible 
and dangerous than anything Lucas could have ever imagined… Inspired 
by real events, carried by a chilling atmosphere and a series of twists 
and turns, this 2019 readers’ revelation immerses you, chapter by chap-
ter, in a new classic of the genre.

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 448
WORDS: 94,000
PRICE: EUR 9.90

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 486
WORDS: 110,000
PRICE: EUR 18.99

A pharmacologist and now an application engineering project manager, Cyril Carrère 
shares his life between France and Japan where he has been living since 2018. This 
master of false leads is passionate about literature, travel and new technologies.

THE HUMANIST KILLER
RIGHTS SOLD: mass-market (Le livre de Poche), French audiobook 
(SAGA), Russian (MTS Library), Movie rights (optioned)

 A book winner of the 2018 Chambery First Novel Award. A beautiful 
writing, a tender and moving philosophical tale.

Babinsky has a gift. A gift from heaven. He aims and shoots like no one 
else. Taken in by a professional criminal in the orphanage where he grew 
up, he becomes a contract killer in spite of himself. But beware! He might 
be a hitman, but he is also a humanist who has made it his job to make 
his future victims happy before he kills them. He meticulously carries 
out his contracts but, with time, his feelings of guilt and discomfort only 
increase. What meaning should he give to his life? He only knows how 
to make others happy at the expense of his own happiness. His rela-
tionships, first with an eccentric psychologist, then with one of his future 
victims, will gradually bring him the gratitude, love, and friendship he 
longs for. But will this free him or just trap him into another vicious 
circle? “To love others, we must first learn to love ourselves…”

THE SACRIFICE
 Finalist of the Saint-Pacôme Award (Quebec). By the author winner 
of the 2022 L’Encre et les Mots award.

A man approaches a detective claiming that not only is he an angel, but 
he is also St. Thomas, reborn as a drug addict. He claims to have infor-
mation about a conspiracy masterminded by Lucifer, who covets nothing 
less than the control of humanity. This is how Dorian Verdon is intro-
duced to an individual who, by strange coincidence, has often crossed 
his path in recent days. Confused, wondering whether to handcuff him 
or force him into a straitjacket, Detective Verdon curses himself for not 
having checked if the local psychiatric hospital had let one of its patients 
slip away. As misfortune never comes alone, the investigation which 
worries the detective, the satanic-stagged murder of a nun, gets 
nowhere… and the only lead he has left to follow seems to be this convict 
who claims to be Saint Thomas. Angel or demon? Lunatic or murderer? 
Verdon does not know what to think. Whatever direction his investiga-
tion will take, it will inevitably cross paths with this baffling character. 
God works in mysterious ways, they say…

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 386
WORDS: 115,000
PRICE: EUR 20.99

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 196
WORDS: 41,000
PRICE: EUR 7.40

David Zaoui is a film director and writer. He has been working on short films since 
he was 13 in the district of Paris where he grew up. Winner of the 2018 Chambery
First Novel Award, he now dedicates himself to writing full-time.



AMERICAN NIGHT
 The twilight epic of the American dream, the war between the Cosa 
Nostra and Bolivian cartels for the control of Hollywood.

With American Night, Pierre Rehov delivers the twilight epic of the Ameri-
can dream, the war between the Cosa Nostra and Bolivian cartels for the 
control of Hollywood and the honor code of freedmen. Like a tracer 
bullet, American Night propels the reader to the ultimate edges of the 
new Wild West, where poker games are dizzying. Travel through Rome, 
New York, Los Angeles, the deserts of Vegas. Dive into the underground 
warfare of cartels and historic mafias. Meet the absolute evil and horror 
pornography. Meet Lucky Luciano, Meyer Lansky, and also Hugh Hefner, 
Kennedy’s inner circle. Erase your enemies. Live the crazy love. Leave 
behind any chance of a comeback. After Ted and 88, Pierre Rehov signs 
the literary year’s great adventure and immerses you in the American 
brazier of the 60s, where the Gods of war fought for Los Angeles ... and 
for the love of a woman.

THE CRUCIFIED CIRCLE
  Five crucified women. Five cruel killers, hidden behind animal 
masks. Three cops sidelined. The event of the year.

Hanging up in trees like Christmas ornaments, the corpses of the five 
crucified women are seeking revenge. A brutal beginning for three side-
lined cops. Superintendent Canesy, struggling with depression since his 
wife’s death. Lieutenant Agnes Varois, pushed aside since she had her 
boss fired for sexual harassment. Major Archambaut, sitting by the 
heater and waiting to retire. They will pick up the crucified women’s case, 
and head to the crime scene. As they knock down the anthill they will 
suddenly have to face policemen, their colleagues... and the killers. This 
could only end badly.

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: TBC
WORDS: TBC
PRICE: EUR 19.95

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 544
WORDS: TBC
PRICE: EUR 22.00

Gilbert Gallerne, is a French writer of crime novels, winner of the prestigious 2010 
Quai des Orfèvres Award. A banker by profession, he has been a literary critic and 
has translated several American bestsellers.

THE BATACLAN'S MISSING PERSON
 By the author finalist of the 2017 Plumes Libres literary award. An 
intense, fast-paces thriller, echoing with reality.

In November 13, 2015 at the Bataclan music hall in Paris, during a 
concert, Islamic terrorists slaughter hundreds of people. In January 2, 
2021, a woman is found dead in her house. She was a Bataclan survivor. 
While everything seems to be pointing to a robbery gone wrong, Captain 
Charles Huttin is doubtful. What if these two events, which took place 
several years apart, were linked? At a time when the country is struggling 
to overcome this trauma, the fire is smoldering. Everywhere France’s 
enemies are rebuilding and activating their networks. What dreadful 
hidden secret should not be revealed?

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: TBC
WORDS: TBC
PRICE: EUR 19.95

Florent Marotta is the author of some fifteen books, thrillers and fantasy. He was a 
paratrooper in the 3rd RPIMa, a UN soldier in a dying ex-Yugoslavia and an ocer in 
the French police force. He now devotes himself to writing.
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A TRIP TO THE BOTTOM OF HELL
 A rich, dense, complex, well researched and fascinating investiga-
tion. A fast pace, a suspense rising to a crescendo.

Captain Lucie Delavier integrates the criminal department of of the Lyon 
police force. She got what she wanted: a position in the criminal depart-
ment and above all a position as group leader. She will have to fit in with 
the team she leads, which is exclusively made up of men. She is quickly 
thrown into action when the mutilated body of a woman is found in a 
park on the outskirts of the city… the horrifying scene continues with the 
discovery of a pile of human beings, in a tangle of limbs in various 
degrees of decomposition. Clues are scarce or non-existent. The inves-
tigation is going nowhere. The only similarity between all these victims 
is that they belong to a school with educational methods inspired by 
anthroposophy. It is then the beginnings of a much more deadly, terrible 
and fascinating case. This first investigation will bring her face to face 
with her own demons. She will have to make careful and calculated deci-
sions, to prove that she belongs as a woman in this men’s team. It will 
take all the dedication of her team to disrupt the merciless intrigue that 
has been set in motion.

DARK MATTER
 Winner of 3 prestigious Grand Prix in 2020. A multi-award winning 
author. A uniquely cinematographic writing style, sharp and edgy.

July 2017, one region, two missing women. After a night out at a 
nightclub, young Ines Ouari was never heard from again. No investiga-
tion is launched, the girl, who just turned 18, is a regular runaway. Marion 
Testud never came back from her morning jog. The case, very mediatic, 
dominates the local press and attracts journalists from all over the 
country. On their tracks, two investigators with unusual backgrounds: 
Karim Bekkouche, head of the Saint-Etienne Crime Squad, keeps his 
nose to the grindstone and takes every risk to find Ines. Jacques Cano-
vas, a Parisian journalist and a former officer of the French intelligence 
service, is covering the jogger’s disappearance. Both have their own 
reasons to reach their goals. From one end of the country to the other, 
the leads will intersect while old enigmatic murders will come to light. 
Two men facing up to dark reality, launched in a race against death, at 
full speed, into the abyss of deep terror.

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 464
WORDS: 135,000
PRICE: EUR 19.95

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 540
WORDS: 164,000
PRICE: EUR 22.00

A police officer in civilian life, Ivan Zinberg was influenced by authors such as 
Michael Connelly, Olivier Descosse, Joseph Finder or Stephen King, he started 
writing at the age of 20. He is the winner of five award so far.

FIVE FINGERS UNDER THE SNOW
RIGHTS SOLD: mass-market (Le Livre de Poche)

 20,000+ copies sold. Mass-Market rights sold to Le Livre de Poche 
(Hachette). A frightful plot and a spectacular ending!

Marc Torres, a successful writer, lives alone with his son in a huge estate 
isolated in the woods. Alexandre was deeply affected by his mother’s 
death five years earlier. Immersed in his work in an attempt to forget the 
pain of grief, Marc did not support him as he should have done. When 
his son asks permission to invite friends over for his eighteenth birthday 
party, Mark can’t turn them down, even though he fears the teenagers 
will get out of hand. During the party, the sky quickly becomes overcast 
above the black fir trees. Soon, the snow blocks the access to the moun-
tain and locks the fifteen teenagers in the Torres’ home in the heart of 
the silent forest. Marc is worried. Alexandre is a vulnerable boy. He will 
have to protect him from others, but also from himself. At all costs…

BIOTOPE
 Finalist of the 2021 Crime Fiction Grand Prix. By the author winner 
of the prestigious 2015 VSD Thriller Award.

A country road. An accident, a child knocked down, dead. To cover up 
his crime, out of fear or out of naivety, he buries the young boy’s body by 
imitating child murders committed in the region, three missing school-
boys. However, he did not stay on the run for long and spent eight years 
in prison, where he was exposed to the worst outrages used against 
child murderers. Will his release mark the end of the night-mare? No, the 
path back to normal life will be even worse for him, whose name will 
remain a mystery. He reunites with his parents, including a father who 
no longer accepts him, and a job as a receptionist in a garage. A glimpse 
of normality. It was short-lived. One night, behind the garage’s loud 
racket, a scream. A long scream of pure terror. Then vibrations, blows on 
a hard surface seem to come from the basement. As if men and women, 
prey to the panic of the darkest night, were locked up in a bunker. Could 
this be an open door to redemption, to forgiveness? The truth will be 
much more complex, much harder, much darker.

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 384
WORDS: 94,000
PRICE: EUR 19.95

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 368
WORDS: 100,000
PRICE: EUR 19.95

A psychologist and theatre director David Coulon takes an interest in individuals 
undergoing mental breakdown in a social environment that crushes them. He is the 
winner of the 2015 VSD Thriller Award for Le Village des Ténèbres.



FORGOTTEN
RIGHTS SOLD: French mass-market (J’ai Lu), Italian (La Corte editore)

 50,000+ copies sold in less than a year. A well-written thriller with 
rising suspense and an unexpected twist.

The tragic event regarding Victoria Savigny’s disappearance brought a 
wave of terror over the entire community and Maxime Monceau, who at 
the time was a young police officer, still remembers it. Now assigned to 
the investigation, he must try to answer the many questions surrounding 
the case. What was Victoria Savigny subjected to during those eleven 
years? Where was she? Are other girls in danger? Eleven years ago, 
young Victoria disappeared without a trace. Then one day, after a terrible 
car accident, the missing girl reappears. What happened during all those 
years? How did she survive? How could she have never seen the face of 
her kidnapper after so many years of captivity? The clock is ticking, the 
kidnapper is still at large. The investigation will be confronted with 
various problems due to the long time that has passed since Victoria’s 
disappearance.

THE CEREMONY
OPTIONED: French mass-market (J’ai Lu)

 A best-selling author, translated into 4 languages. A breathtaking 
story, made of several timelines, and full of twists and turns.

Maxime Monceau, a police officer and specialist in body language, is 
promoted to the Crime Unit and investigates murders whose gruesome 
staging immediately reminds him of a serial killer. But Maxime notices 
something in these rituals that he has always wanted to forget. The 
shadow of the cult in which he spent his childhood seems to hang over 
the whole case, especially since his sister recently escaped from it after 
more than twenty years. At the same time, his former team mate 
receives threatening letters from a mysterious criminal who seems to 
know a little too much about his past. Will Maxime be able to identify the 
mastermind behind the gruesome crimes before the enigmatic Cere-
mony that no one knows about begins? The clock is ticking on the first 
corpse…

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 420
WORDS: 90,000
PRICE: EUR 17.99

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 448
WORDS: 97,000
PRICE: EUR 17.99

Florian Dennisson traded his guitar for a pen and decided to live from his novels in 
2015. He likes to tell any story where suspense is a major part. All of his books have 
been great successes, with a total of over 300,000 copies sold in France.

ALL THE STARS ABOVE - BOOK 3 OF 3
RIGHTS SOLD: French (Chambre Noire), French audiobook (SAGA), 
OPTIONED: Italian (Leone editore)

  A first volume already translated into 3 languages. A gripping 
conclusion to the Scandi noir trilogy, with a twist that’ll make readers 
gasp.

Peace at last. But she is waiting. Ellie and Johan have moved out to a 
sleepy village in Stockholm’s archipelago so that Johan can recuperate 
and they can finally be alone together. But they are never alone. Because 
waiting in the shadows is someone who won’t rest until Ellie pays. Can 
Ellie lay her demons to rest before everything she loves is destroyed?

LURKING IN THE SHADOWS
  An intense psychological thriller that portrays a strong female 
character. The effects of a difficult childhood on adult life.

A young lawyer from a small law firm is hired by a photographer who is 
accused of being involved in a gruesome case of child abduction and 
murder. Sharon doesn’t have a clue why this man chose her, but she feels 
it’s the case of a lifetime and boards a plane to fly across the country. 
So begins a psychological cat-and-mouse game with this defendant who 
seems more interested in digging up his lawyer’s past than working to 
prove his innocence. The ghosts in Sharon’s mind will awaken and bring 
to light some very well buried truths.

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: TBC
WORDS: 67,000
PRICE: TBC

LANGUAGE: English
PAGES: TBC
WORDS: 63,000
PRICE: TBC

Originally from Mulhouse and passionate about writing and reading since childhood, 
Léna published The Widow’s Cry in 2013, her first detective story. She also tried her 
hand at the locked room mystery with The Curse of Imhotep.



THE LIST
RIGHTS SOLD: French mass-market (J’ai Lu), English (Bloodhound), 
Italian (DRI editore), Dutch (Hamley Books)

 55,000+ copies sold. A complex, tortured hero, that reveals to be 
both strong and frail.

Four names on a list. Four unknown victims. How to identify them and 
break the silence? Sergeant Maxime Monceau, a specialist in non-verbal 
speech, has been assigned to investigate a mysterious case that has led 
police to a dead end. A strange man has turned himself into the station, 
claiming responsibility for multiple murders. The problem is that, apart 
from a single sentence he chants over and over again, the stranger 
remains totally silent about his identity and the reasons that led him to 
commit murder. The clock is ticking and, without evidence or victims, 
this suspect could be set free and carry on with his murderous madness. 
A nameless killer appears out of nowhere admitting responsibility for 
invisible victims. There is only one lead the police hold on to: a list. The 
style is addictive, fast-paced full of twists and turns.

HYSTERIA
RIGHTS SOLD: French audiobook (SAGA), Italian (Leone editore)

 A woman who doesn’t know what her amnesia is hiding comes to 
wonder if it would be better to never remember.

Kerry Park, Seattle. A young woman wakes up with no memory. She has 
forgotten her own name, why she is covered in blood, and even who it 
belongs to… At the hospital, Jane Doe finds her only ally, the strange Dr. 
Scott, a neurologist in the psychiatric unit who seems to have lost his 
right to exercise his profession. On the verge of getting fired, this doctor 
has become an alcoholic after a patient of his committed suicide 
following the strong emotional bond they developed. Today, her spirit 
haunts him. When the police attempt to investigate the disturbing 
circumstances of Jane Doe, one of the most powerful men in the city 
finally gives her back her identity by claiming to be her husband. Yet 
many questions remain the young woman suddenly has flashbacks of 
horrendous violence. Are these just simple nightmares or true 
memories?

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 366
WORDS: 81,000
PRICE: EUR 15.99

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 426
WORDS: 89,000
PRICE: EUR 17.99

Beth Draven is from Lille, France, and works in public administration where she 
specializes in social relations management. Passionate about writing since child-
hood, she is the author of four books.

BROKEN MIRRORS - BOOK 2 OF 3
RIGHTS SOLD: French (Chambre Noire), French audiobook (SAGA), 
OPTIONED: Italian (Leone editore), Dutch (Hamley Books)

 A first volume already translated into 3 languages. A suspense-filled 
thriller with a Nordic noir feel.

Ellie James, an investigative journalist, is picking up the pieces of her 
relationship with Johan after revealing that one of his best friends is a 
serial killer, when bodies start appearing around Stockholm. Each corpse 
found is frozen and posed as if in the middle of a conversation. The local 
police are baffled and can’t seem to find any clues. Who did it, and how? 
A woman is then accused, and a crowd of vigilantes gathers, ready to 
punish the alleged perpetrator. But is she actually innocent? As Johan 
falls under the spell of the Citizens for Justice task force, Ellie must find 
the real killer before Johan takes matters into his own hands and is 
unable to go back on his actions… Filled with surprises at every turn, the 
book follows Ellie as she races against the clock in this breathless Scan-
dinavian psychological thriller.

BEHIND BLUE EYES - BOOK 1 OF 3
RIGHTS SOLD: French (Chambre Noire), French audiobook (SAGA), 
Italian (Leone editore), Dutch (Hamley Books)

 Already translated into 3 languages. A suspense-filled thriller with 
a Nordic noir feel, the first part of the Murders in Stockholm series.

Newly arrived from London, Ellie James, a young investigative journalist, 
has just moved to Sweden with Johan, her boyfriend. She discovers the 
country and its customs. At a traditional party, she meets Johan’s best 
friends. Ellie finds it difficult to fit in and goes for a walk on the beach. It 
is there that she will make a gruesome discovery. A few days later, she 
learns that the victim was a young woman named Sanna who had been 
missing for a few months. When she discovers that the missing woman 
is Johan’s former girlfriend, Ellie wonders if he has hidden other things 
from her… Her journalistic instincts are awakened and she conducts her 
own investigation at her own risk in a country where she doesn’t speak 
the language and where she doesn’t know anyone. Johan. The love of 
her life. Is he the perfect man or has Ellie discovered the perfect crime?

LANGUAGE: English
PAGES: 376
WORDS: 68,000
PRICE: EUR 13.99

LANGUAGE: English
PAGES: 358
WORDS: 68,000
PRICE: EUR 13.99

CS Duffy wrote scripts for film and TV for over a decade and, after becoming embit-
tered with the industry, she went to teach preschool in Stockholm. During the kids’ 
naps she wrote her first novel. Her thriller Guilty is in pre-production in Canada.



THE BEAUTY OF CAUX
 With undeniable talent, the author combines historical truth and 
fiction, famous historical figures and ordinary people.

She knows she is doomed, a victim, like so many others, of man’s cruelty. 
Tonight, the once beautiful woman lives her very last hours. Unable to 
move, let alone call for help, she hears them at the door talking about 
how to get rid of her. Resigned, she has no choice but to face the inevi-
table by remembering the happy days she shared with Maupassant, 
Massenet, Hugo and so many others, the ghosts of a lost glory. And 
what if her story was the key to her salvation?… And what if?… 
For years, Ludovic Miserole has enjoyed telling stories of ordinary people 
who have lived extraordinary lives. With The Beauty of Caux, the author 
follows the rule he has set for himself. Immerse yourself in this new 
story in which a duty to remember is present on every page.

IT’S NOT ABOUT THE FALL
 A multi-awarded author. A story with a brilliant plot, well-controlled 
suspense and multiple twists.

A parachute accident is rare, even more so when it turns out to be a 
crime… Thomas Laverne, thirty-eight years old, is an influent business-
man when he is the victim of a parachute accident which plunges him 
into a deep coma. After checking the equipment, it turns out to have 
been sabotaged… Who could have wanted him dead? No one reaches 
the top without making enemies. Jealousy, revenge, motives and 
suspects are plentiful for the investigation team. This is what Camille 
Lambert, the detective in charge of the case, will try to discover… She 
already knows the victim’s family. A few years earlier, she had investi-
gated the disappearance of the daughter, Héloïse Laverne. The investi-
gation takes a turn when another little girl disappears under similar 
circumstances… When a fall is endless, how can one get back up 
unharmed?LANGUAGE: French

PAGES: 396
WORDS: 75,000
PRICE: EUR 16.95

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 292
WORDS: 55,000
PRICE: EUR 17.95

An engineer by training, Guillaume Ramezi is an industrial executive. After a decade 
working in the industry, he returned to writing, which he had left behind when he was 
a teenager. In 2018, he published his first spy novel, Last Days in Aleppo.

DIE, SWEETHEART
 Queen of Belgian thrillers, with this third novel, Clarence Pitz esta-
blishes herself as the master of ethnological thrillers.

In Amsterdam, Anja has shrunk to a shadow of her former self since her 
husband and daughter disappeared. Alcohol, drugs and unpaid bills 
mark her daily life and deepen her loneliness. For fear of ending up 
homeless, she accepts a dirty, but well-paid job. As she gradually gets 
back on track, her past resurfaces and slaps her in the face. In the middle 
of a working-class neighborhood, a beheaded corpse is found hanging 
from a crane. Karel Jacobs, a detective from Brussels, is called in as a 
consultant. Quickly dismissed from the case, he decides to investigate 
in secret. In Indonesia, beheaded bodies are found in tourist areas in 
Bali. Guntur, a detective from Jakarta, is dismissed from his unit by the 
anti-corruption office and transferred to the scene. In a rainforest, Eko 
and Taufik find themselves targeted by an enemy they know nothing 
about. Wounded and exhausted, they must decide. Run away or face 
their ancestors’ traditions.

ANAMNESIS
 Finalist of the 2019 Noir Charbon award and the 2019 Lecteur Club 
Award. An extraordinary reading, an intense psychological 
experience.

Marie, a psychiatrist plagued by nightmares as sinister as they are 
bloody, seeks to discover what lies behind the gruesome visions that 
haunt her every night. Who is this woman stabbed to death who implores 
her? Why does she seeks her forgiveness? And what is this secret she 
doesn’t want to accept anymore? In her descent into hell, secrets will be 
revealed, masks will fall and the truth will come out. But who will suffer 
the consequences? Marie? Sophie, her assistant who tries to help her 
but is often overwhelmed by complex situations? Luc, her father? Jack 
Lee, a patient who suffers from severe trauma due to a personal tragedy, 
whose obsession Marie has become? Or Paul, a man she does not know, 
but who intends to reach out to her by calling her by another name? 
Immerse yourself in Salvatore Minni’s shivering and shattering universe. 
Never forget who you are…
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PRICE: EUR 18.00

LANGUAGE: French
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WORDS: 83,000
PRICE: EUR 19.95

After having directed the Brussels Criminal Records Office for 7 years, Clarence Pitz 
radically changed her career to become a lecturer in Anthropology and History of 
Art. Her first book was a finalist in the 2018 VSD Best Thriller Award.



CLAUSTRATIONS
 Finalist of the 2019 Balai de la Découverte award. A disturbing page 
turner where the author brilliantly manipulates his reader.

They don’t know each other and yet they have the same tattoo on their 
arms… Clara wakes up one morning lying on the floor of a dark, insect-in-
fested cell, with no memory; Mr. Concerto attempts to uncover the 
circumstances that led him to an isolation room in a psychiatric hospital, 
while Charles voluntarily locks himself away in his house’s basement, 
and closes himself up. Who kidnapped Clara? Why do Charles and his 
wife seem terrified to be found? What are the reasons for Mr. Concerto’s 
internment? Each one of them will find themselves facing their fate. But, 
in their quest for the truth, they will soon realize that appearances are 
not as they thought… The author takes the reader into the torments of 
imprisonment and its psychological consequences, and holds the 
suspense until the final revelations.

MY LIFE WILL BE WORSE THAN YOURS
 Winner of the 2019 Balai de Diamant Award. An addictive novel 
between American-style pulp and thriller, with a shot of humor.

What do a loser in love, an alcoholic bulldog named Disco Boy and a 
pretty casino hostess have in common? A severe tendency to find them-
selves in the wrong place at the wrong time. These three were not meant 
to meet, let alone move in a hostile environment: drug dealers, bank 
robbers dressed as presidents, devious cops and a beast that haunts the 
countryside. Kill or be killed, that is now their only alternative. A crazy 
thriller, Tarentino-like, with a French twist! Full of dark humor and funny 
and intricate situations, this detective story plays with the conventions, 
for our greatest pleasure! Sassy and full of energy, the structure links 
three parts that appear independent from each other at first, each with 
its own epigraph and epilogue. The writing is raw and the short sentences 
enhance the frantic and addictive rhythm of the story.

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 344
WORDS: 73,000
PRICE: EUR 14.00

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 224
WORDS: 58,000
PRICE: EUR 18.00

Williams Exbrayat is a librarian and thriller author with always a touch of humor and 
plenty of darkness in his works. His first book won the 2014 Digital Book Readers’ 
Choice Award, and his second book won the 2019 Balais de Diamant Award.

KATABASIS
RIGHTS SOLD: French mass-market (J’ai Lu)

 A private room where the vilest instincts run free. A debut novel as 
dark as the human soul. Praised by major crime author Ghislain Gilberti.

She slowly wakes up, blinded by a spotlight. Naked and chained to a 
metal table. By her side, a man wearing a pig mask sets up a camera. He 
turns to the lens and utters a few words before grabbing a hammer: "I 
have received your payment. We can proceed according to your instruc-
tions". In Belgium, during the summer of 2006, a walker discovers a 
brutally mutilated body. Sent to work in the Crime Squad of a quiet 
village, Matt embarks on his first investigation. Nothing could have 
prepared him for what he is about to discover. Based on true crimes, 
Jack Jakoli invites the reader to join him in a terrible descent into Hell… 
This book opens the reader’s eyes to a reality, that of wealthy people who 
do not know what to do with their money and who are always looking for 
stronger, intense sensations. Everything can be bought and sold, it’s up 
to the highest offerer.

LAST DAYS IN ALEPPO
 Winner of the 2019 Coquelicot Noir Grand Prix and the 2018 Balais 
de la Découverte Award. Intense suspense until the last pages.

Mathias is a young oncologist. An oncologist by vocation. When he was 
a child, his father died of a sudden cancer. So he decided to become a 
doctor to help cure this disease. However, when 25 years later, he sees 
his father’s face appear on a news channel, he is somewhat taken aback. 
Especially since the man is wanted as a terrorist… Mathias then embarks 
on a hazardous hunt to find his father, and his life changes. He has no 
idea of the dangers that await him, all the more so as he sets foot in an 
organization preparing to spread terror throughout the West… Will 
Mathias have the courage to go all the way? Will he be able to face the 
secrets he wants to uncover? Through a thrilling race between Paris and 
Aleppo, the readers will discover terrorists who have the means to 
finance research, in order to do maximum damage in a very short period 
of time.LANGUAGE: French

PAGES: 450
WORDS: 101,000
PRICE: EUR 17.95

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 308
WORDS: 60,000
PRICE: EUR 20.00

Jack Jakoli is an investigator with the federal police in Belgium. After several years 
spent in the gang and anti-terrorist units, he now works at the Crime department. 
Recently, inspired by his job, he started writing, with great success.



EX TENEBRIS
 A best-selling author with 150,000+ copies sold. A thriller in the 
world of paedophilia and religion that is not afraid of revealing the truth.

For some mysterious reason, Captain Malone Casey is transferred to the 
Rouen police force. He joins Major Cecile Leprince’s team when a priest 
is brutally murdered in a church. Shortly after, a young woman is kidnap-
ped, but no ransom is demanded, and her body remains unfindable. 
While the clergymen’s murders follow one another at a disturbing pace, 
other women disappear without any obvious link between the two cases. 
Has Rouen become the hunting ground for two serial killers? The plot is 
explosive. It takes both a great knowledge of human nature and a neuro-
surgeon’s skill to tackle the theme that the author has chosen to deal 
with here. And he presses with the right intensity and at the right spots 
to thrill the reader. There is neither excess nor taboo in these lines, every-
thing is said with accuracy and measure, but everything is said.

PLUM SHORTCAKE - BOOK 1 OF 2
RIGHTS SOLD: German

 Already translated into German. An exciting cosy-crime, as enjoyable 
as a glass of chilled rosé.

Exhausted by twenty-five years of marriage, Charlotte, now in her fifties, 
decides to leave Paris and her family to see if the grass is greener 
elsewhere. Without completely cutting ties with Romain, her husband 
who had remained in Paris, she settles down, alone and on a sudden 
impulse, in a small country village. But above all, her daily life is set by 
the rivalries between the locals. And in Bourguet, there is plenty to do! 
Charlotte also makes new friends and enemies and will join this small 
world during an old-fashioned grape harvest and a wine festival. But 
when the irritable Jeanne collapses after drinking a glass of rosé wine, 
things take a turn for the worse. Everything seems to point to David, her 
unfaithful young husband. But something is bothering Charlotte about 
the whole matter. And despite the police’s warnings, she decides to 
investigate.

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 302
WORDS: 90,000
PRICE: EUR 22.00

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 192
WORDS: 38,000
PRICE: EUR 18.00

After graduating from law school, Gilles Milo-Vacéri spent several years in the army, 
before turning to writing, constantly exploring new horizons. He is a best-selling 
author of crime novels, with more than 150,000 copies sold.

MIRROR: REFLECTION OF EVIL
 An out of the ordinary thriller with morally reprehensible heroes. A 
breathtakingly paced novel written with a fluid and polished pen.

On the Dark Web, you can buy anything: weapons, drugs and an assas-
sin’s services. Within the Shadow Network, a crack duo is collecting the 
best contracts: Charlie, a young woman who has undergone paramilita-
ry-style training, she makes a (very good) living as a contract killer, and 
also as the "leader" of the small team she forms with Zoltan, a genius 
hacker who provides her with all the logistic help she needs. Their thri-
ving business is threatened when Charlie’s missions are consistently 
copied, in macabre stagings. Who is behind these acts? A simple admi-
rer or a real enemy? To keep their business going, they will have to track 
down this copycat who seems to know a lot about them.

KILLER KILLS KILLERS
RIGHTS SOLD: French audiobook (SAGA)

 Winner of the 2022 L’Encre et les Mots Award. A gripping novel in 
which the inner thoughts of evil monsters are presented.

In a North American metropolis, four murders, each more violent than 
the last, follow in quick succession. All the victims are men; they are 
murdered in horrifying ways and their bodies are presented for full-shock 
effect. That’s all it takes for the word serial killer to be uttered. Sepp 
Ganser, a seasoned homicide investigator, is temporarily parted from his 
partner Gabriel Sykes and forced to team up with profiler Helene Laffont. 
Laffont’s theory is that the victims are themselves serial killers. Killed as 
they killed their victims. With the presidential campaign in full swing, 
Ganser is aware that he cannot avoid the political pressure. The two 
protagonists, with everything between them, agree to a compromise: 
three weeks together. After this period, if nothing is solved, Ganser 
returns to his old habits. But the reality is far from what they could have 
imagined…

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 226
WORDS: 53,000
PRICE: EUR 18.00

LANGUAGE: French
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WORDS: 154,000
PRICE: EUR 22.00

Danny-Philippe Desgagné grew up in Quebec with a detective father. Following his 
scriptwriter brother’s death, he decided to finish the work they had started to write 
together: Killer Kills Killers, winner of the 2022 L’Encre et les Mots Award.



THE EXTERMINATING ANGEL - BOOK 1 OF 2
 A best-selling author with 1,000,000+ copies sold. An eco-thriller 
with multiple twists and turns, which does not leave us unmoved.

In Scotland, Tom Neil, an elite soldier comes back from a mission in 
Afghanistan. While he is hiking, a helicopter comes to pick him up. The 
Home Secretary is waiting for him in his late grandfather’s castle to 
inform him he has just inherited an oil company. In Tanzania, Diana Kane, 
a former soldier, has become a Park Ranger. She discovers in one of the 
poachers vehicles a young boy, Elam. An Albino, he is considered by all 
as a sorcerer… Agent Jen Summer of MI8 investigates the death of Chris-
topher Neil. He was literally scared to death. And he’s not the only one… 
All the victims are men of economic influence. They were in the business 
of oil, deforestation, industrial fishing or agrochemicals. The only thing 
that mattered to them was profits. Worry is spreading in the highest 
circles, especially since the deaths took place in the UK, but also in 
France, Germany and the USA…

ALAMBRE - BOOK 3 OF 3
RIGHTS SOLD: optioned Italian (Leone editore)

 Volume 1 was translated into Italian. A writing without compromise, 
precise and chilling. Emotions that run wild and seep into our heads.

Alambre de espino―The barbed wire, like the one that closes the camp 
for Spanish refugees in Argelès-sur-Mer (France). Alambre, when the 
wire becomes a deadly weapon. In 1936, Esteban, a young Andalusian 
farmer, joins the Spanish anarchist movement to counter the rise of Fran-
co’s regime. He will leave behind his parents and Antonia, the woman he 
loves. But it is for them that he will fight, for their freedom. But he has 
no idea that he will suffer great pain and despair. Nor does he know that 
this will have an impact on many generations to come. In 2022, Gustave 
would never have thought he would live a nightmare by joining forces 
with his friend Leah, to help the victims of the Peron Institute. What links 
these two eras? One person knows, one person acts and kills, with no 
remorse. The wire becomes a deadly weapon.
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After a career as a fighter pilot and then professional aerial advertising pilot, Frédéric 
Zumbiehl turned to writing comic albums and novels, particularly focusing on detec-
tive stories and thrillers. He is a best-selling author with 1,000,000+ copies sold.

THE FOREST OF KILLERS
RIGHTS SOLD: Dutch (Hamley Books)

 A book finalist of the 2021 Masterton award. A multi-awarded crime 
author. Suspense until the last pages.

In 1439, Gilles de Rais, one of the most famous serial killers in the history 
of France, secretly buys an estate in the French Perigord region to devote 
himself to witchcraft and alchemy. One year later, he is sentenced to 
death and his estate in the South of France is lost to memory…
In 1982, a community of former hippies, settles in an abandoned village 
in the French Périgord, and gradually turns into a cult outside of time and 
civilization, led by the Dignitaries.
In 2022, Major Lagazzi, officer of the Alésani Unit, a Ministry of the Inte-
rior division specializing in strange phenomena, is assigned to investi-
gate in a small remote village where the leaders of a cult are murdered 
under violent circumstances. Her investigations will quickly lead her into 
the bloody past of the region.

SPONTANEOUS REMISSION
 A captivating plot that takes us on an adventure where African tradi-
tions and ancestral beliefs are faced with lucrative scientism.

Michael lives between France and Libreville, Gabon’s capital, where his 
father, suffering from cancer, has been admitted to the hospital for 
palliative care. A Nigerian woman, his parents’ housewife, offers him a 
"native medicine" that can help cure his father. At this point, why not give 
it a try?… That’s when the miracle happens: the cancer cells shrink and 
disappear and the man is declared healed. Michael decide to offer this 
wonderful hope to thousands of patients at the Curie Institute in Paris… 
But men’s greed intervenes… This miracle product attracts envy and 
some do not hesitate to kill in order to get it. The French intelligence 
service, embodied by agent Jade Wirowski, must step in since getting 
hold of the remedy and synthesizing it for the Western world opens up 
an endless field of profits. This book raises the question of the relevance 
of alternative medicine.LANGUAGE: French

PAGES: 300
WORDS: 63,000
PRICE: EUR 7.90
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Ludovic Bouquin grew up in Ivory Coast. From his African years, he brought back 
colors and atmospheres that he has kept alive since he moved to the South-West of 
France where he now lives. He divides his time between IT and writing.



I WILL CRY LATER
RIGHTS SOLD: Dutch (Hamley Books)

 Already translated into Dutch. The fall of a man as he struggles with 
the loss of his family before taking justice into his own hands.

In the heart of a small town, Patrice Lorenzi leads a well-ordered life 
between traveling for work during the week and spending time with his 
family the weekends. Nothing could ever stain this perfect picture – or 
so this happy family thinks. The day his child disappears, everything 
Patrice once believed in is shattered, and his life working as a prison 
warden is turned upside down. He knows, being in contact with evil all 
day long, what it is capable of; he can only fear the worst for his son. A 
promise and strange proposal from a stranger will lead Patrice into a 
night-mare dictated by hatred and driven by revenge. The countdown to 
his fate, now set for eight weeks, will leave him with only enough time to 
achieve a single goal: becoming an assassin. This novel examines the 
elements that cause a man to go over the edge and make him cross the 
line of evil…

ABADDON’S GATE
 A dynamic and fast-paced award-winning esoteric thriller steeped 
in mystery with a hint of the supernatural.

In January 1519, Constable de Bourbon orders Captain d’Alesani to rid 
France of its witches and catch those trying to escape the Holy Inquisi-
tion. It is during this assignment that d’Alesani stabs Bune, a sorcerer 
who has opened Abaddon’s Gate, the portal of evil, and dies before 
revealing its location. In January 2019, south of France, Isabelle lives a 
hellish life with an alcoholic and violent husband. Her son sets out to 
murder this father who terrorizes them both. At the same time, Major 
Lagazzi, an expert in criminal cases linked with unexplained phenomena, 
is assigned to investigate a series of disappearances that occur there in 
strange circumstances. These two stories happening centuries apart will 
suddenly collide in a struggle that mixes witchcraft, religious order, and 
the special services of the Ministry of National Security.
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Mathieu Bertrand grew up in Corsica. As a former student of the Regional Institutes 
of Administration, he now works as an executive in French public administration. He 
was the finalist of 3 award for his novel Abaddon’s Gate.

THE SHADOW TEARER
 The reader is drawn into a world of madness, of the unimaginable. 
Darkness, anguish, tension, urgency as we reach the climax.

Clara, a brilliant CIA forensic doctor, is called by Scotland Yard to help 
Professor Lawrence Bergerrmann, a seasoned expert, in his investiga-
tion of horribly tortured corpses. Between London and Moscow, Clara 
and the Professor discover the same terrifyingly sadistic modus 
operandi and the same depigmentation stain as a signature, reminding 
them of sinister historical figures such as Ivan the Terrible or James the 
Ripper. The English police called the killer "The Meticulous". But who is 
this serial killer, and why does this nightmare travel across centuries and 
continents? Where does this absolute evil that defies time come from? 
Will Clara and the Professor, confident they have found the solution to 
the mystery in Russia, win the race against the Shadow Tearer, an elusive 
enemy that attacks men?

REMEMBER SARAH
 Winner of the 2022 Cercle du Sablier Award. A multi-awarded author 
(Ian Manook), translated into more than 10 languages.

Diane, an editor at Sandwood Publishing in London, receives an anony-
mous manuscript. A young teenager, Sarah, confesses her life of misery 
in the dark years of 1960s England. She also confesses the crimes she 
had to commit to escape her fate. True confession or clever fiction by a 
contemporary writer? Moved by this manuscript, Diane sets up on a 
quest to finding the author and leaves for the places where Sarah says 
she lived and suffered. In her search for the truth, she travels through the 
breathtaking landscapes of Ireland and Scotland. But what begins as a 
literary investigation turns ugly. By opening Sarah’s diary, Diane has 
pushed open the door to hell… that was yesterday and yet, none of it has 
been washed away. Even today, dark forces maneuver in the shadows 
to cover up their crimes. A testimony on the strength and resilience of 
oppressed women.
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Page Comann is the pseudonym of two seasoned mystery writers, Ian Manook 
(translated into more than 10 languages) and Gérard Coquet. They combines dark 
nature-writing, British historical and social cruelty, and sharp British humor.



THE LAKE OF ASHES
 Winner of the 2021 Jury’s Favorite award at the Fyctia Competition. 
Riddles and twists follow one another in this fast-paced plot.

In the Auvergne Volcanoes Natural Park, many tourists in search of fresh 
air, nature and wide open spaces flock to the lake of ashes, which is so 
dark that one can see its reflection. But who could have believed that the 
lake was also hiding a dead body? Who is the victim? What is the cause 
of death? Jonathan, a police lieutenant and true star of the Cler-
mont-Ferrand Crime Unit, is assigned to investigate the murder that 
shakes the small community of the lake. His suspicions are immediately 
drawn to René, the local guardian, a quiet man with a troubled past. But 
Jonathan, plagued by his own demons, goes from one disappointment 
to the next: he has trouble gathering evidence, and the clues he collects 
lead him down new and troubling paths. The lake of ashes has yet to 
reveal all its secrets! A well conducted investigation in a splendid 
environment.

GERONIMO
 An original crime novel, in which the cat could well be the key to the 
mystery.

Zoe Monaco, a young hairdresser living in the mountains of Lyon, is 
found dead at her home, her skull smashed. Nuno, her two year old son, 
is there, in his walker. He witnessed his mother’s murder. The problem 
is that he doesn’t speak. The other witness of the killing is none other 
than Geronimo, Zoe’s cat, a superb semi-wild Norwegian. A few days 
later, a local high school girl disappears and churches are being burned. 
Is there a link between these events? Captain Roccasecca from Lyon is 
in charge of the investigation. This ladies’ man loves solving puzzles, 
and he enjoys the game. And the more he progresses with the investiga-
tion, the more the clues bring him back to the same thing: the cat Gero-
nimo. A complete dead end. How can he unravel the threads of this 
mystery? What if the cat was really the key?
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Adrien Lioure graduated from emlyon business school and is a film producer. His 
short film was selected for the 2021 Sofilm genre residencies. The Lake of Ashes, 
his first thriller won the 2021 Fictia Jury’s Favorite award.

YOU CAN’T LURE SWALLOWS WITH VINEGAR
 A lovely, fresh, entertaining read, with a touch of romance and a 
touch of suspense. Cheerful, light, it makes the readers smile.

Camille, a friendly and slightly goofy journalist in her mid-forties, feels 
her life has come to a standstill. When she learns that her ex-boyfriend 
got the promotion she’s always dreamed of and that he’s getting remar-
ried to a beautiful woman much younger than she is, Camille decides to 
take her life into her own hands. However, she is faced with a major 
problem: in the small town where she lives, a number of single women 
are found strangled in their homes. With Bille in mind, she embarks on a 
secret and hazardous investigation for the scoop that will boost her 
career. She will register to an online dating site and pretend to be a single 
woman looking for a partner, all the while hiding the truth from her hand-
some boss and her best friend. Not to mention her mother who drives 
her crazy! In other words, Camille is likely to face many challenges!

PERSEPHONE’S INVESTIGATIONS -BOOK 1 OF 3
 A best-selling cosy-crime between suspense and humor with a 
strong heroine, who speaks her mind and who is as gourmet as ever.

Persephone Murier is about to take over her aunt Janis’ event planning 
business. For her first mission, she has to find the perfect place for one 
of her friend’s wedding. Morne Etang, an estate between vineyards and 
nature, is the perfect place for it! But the dream quickly turns into a 
nightmare. Between the manor’s hosts who are anything but welcoming 
and the terrible storm that suddenly cuts them off from the rest of the 
world, Persephone’s stay promises to be terrible. And just when she 
thought she’d had enough, she discovers a dead body in the pond… And 
the drowned woman has her jacket on! Which terrible secrets are the 
residents hiding? And who is really Adalric Toussaint-Malvac, the hand-
some winegrower and heir to Morne Etang? The place still has some 
surprises in store for her! A well-crafted story that keeps the reader 
hooked until the last sentence.LANGUAGE: French
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Élodie Delfa is an author, stage director and actress. She lives in the Aude region of 
France, where she shares her time between her family, theater and writing. In 2017 
she won the Cultura Crime Story Contest of the Month, sponsored by Olivier Norek.



ROMANCE



FORGOTTEN GODS: HADES AND PERSEPHONE
 Between Greek mythology, bikers, reincarnation, romance, jealousy, 
the author turns Hades and Persephone’s myth into a modern story.

Over and over, they die and come back to life. Over and over, they live and 
drift. Gods from the Greek mythology exist. And this world still belongs 
to them… Core has decided to celebrate her eighteenth birthday with 
dignity, in spite of these damned visions that haunt her constantly. To 
do so, she takes Brook and Adon, her best friends, to the most fashio-
nable nightclub in town: The Kingdom of the Dead. During this eventful 
night, she meets Hades, the club owner. He is the leader of a biker gang, 
as mysterious as he is dangerous, and he arouses in her a strange and 
familiar feeling, as if she had already known him before. These two 
opposites meet in an explosive way. Around the young woman, events 
which she cannot explain begin to occur, while fate seems to lead her 
into this arrogant biker’s arms. An overwhelming alchemy that scares 
her, and that she tries to resist… The young woman must face the facts: 
her life has definitely taken a turn. Should she become the puppet of 
fate? Absolutely not! But can you fight against your soul mate?

FADED ROSE - BOOK 1 OF 2
 By the author of the best-selling Tainted Hearts, which is now total-
ling 5+ million readers.

Alden Hayes, the Chainless’ famous guitarist, is used to shining in the 
spotlight. But when he is struck by a tragedy that breaks his life and his 
heart, he struggles to cope. To ease his pain, Carla, his producer’s daugh-
ter, offers him an eternal rose. A symbolic gift, supposed to help him get 
over the tragedy. Three years later, Carla has become a musicology 
student in New York and is thriving in what she calls "the losers’ club", 
her band of zany friends. Although Alden remains her ideal man, her 
handsome prince charming has made it clear that she is a little sister to 
him. Upset that her feelings are not mutual, she tries to distance herself 
from the musician. An attempt which is not to his liking. Because Carla 
is not the fragile teenager he once knew, but a toughened young woman. 
Between tension and deep attraction, their friendship will be put to the 
test. Carla will soon discover that behind the rocker’s polite manners lies 
a soul filled with darkness. Who is Alden really… and what is he hiding 
from her?
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Kalypso started writing through Wattpad. She has also published several superna-
tural as well as contemporary romances. She currently lives in the North of France 
with her partner, her chihuahua and her two cats.

ONCE UPON A TIME… IN SCOTLAND
 A Christmas romance in Scotland, with a touch of humor, on a road 
trip background.

A road trip in Scotland, the Highlands under the snow. A dream… or not! 
Being a travel influencer is not easy, and Cassiopee is well aware of it! 
As the holiday season kicks off, she’s getting ready to leave for Scotland 
with her cousin. Unfortunately, Nadège, helped by her parents, intends 
to steal the young woman’s Instagram account, the thousands of 
followers and the partnerships that she has earned through tenacity. 
After enduring the later’s whims on their previous trips, here is that 
Cassiopee must fight to keep what belongs to her! To ruin her stay, her 
cousin invites her seatmate on the plane to share their car for a road trip 
in the Highlands. This could have been a good idea if the said man was 
not mysterious, seductive and devilishly unpleasant… Christmas celebra-
tions are bound to be hectic… With a rich imagination that can be trigge-
red by anything, Mily Black creates fast-paced, modern romantic stories 
with characters who get away with anything. Boosted by strawberry cola, 
she does her best to provide escape for anyone in needs.

THE DEVIL’S SONS - BOOK 1 OF 5
 One of the biggest hits on the French Wattpad platform, with over 
7.5 million readers.

Joining a gang? Avalone could never have thought of that. Finding a 
family in the midst of all this violence? Even less. And yet…
If I thought I was going to spend my first year of college in the most 
ordinary way possible, focused on my studies, with a couple of friends, 
nothing could have prepared me for the turn my life would take. I should 
have known that having a best friend whose brother is in the Devil’s Sons 
gang was a recipe for trouble. But the last thing I expected was to find 
myself tied to a pagan gang in Michigan. Let alone develop a friendship 
with those bad boys with guns. And certainly not being attracted to 
Clarke Taylor, the most out-of-control and dangerous of them all… Now 
I’m trapped, and I have only one option: to help them. Against my will…
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Passionate about reading, after having read the Harry Potter books, and having been 
a dreamer, Chloé Wallerand started writing at the age of fourteen. She began the 
Wattpad adventure a few years later, where she became very popular.



DAMNED AMPHORA
 A well handled plot, with a funny and endearing couple. An addictive 
Enemies-to-Lovers with a steamy tension.

In a world where humans have a hint of a Greek god in their genome, my 
search for the truth still gets me into trouble. I have one month to find 
out who murdered the man who succeeded in bringing Hermes and 
Aeolus together. To help me in my task, I have been assigned one of 
Ares’ sons as a team mate. While reason and reflection have always 
guided my life, here I am forced to work with a man who is only driven 
by his instincts and who takes great pleasure in getting on my nerves!
The collaboration between an heiress of the goddess of wisdom and a 
man from the lineage of the god of war promises to be… epic!
The author’s pen, is wonderful. It is fluid and exhilarating, filled with 
emotions. She distils hints of cheerfulness that makes you have a great 
time, while tackling issues that touch the heart.

RED FOR YOU
 The heroes are gently revealed under the author’s delicate pen and 
their chemistry is described with great poetry.

"Welcome to Red, Bethnal Green’s hippest cabaret. Here, forget about all 
your everyday worries, and indulge your most unmentionable desires. 
Give in to temptation and escape into a world of glitter and sensual 
curves." Passionate but shy by nature, Willow dances like she breathes. 
In order to help pay for her studies at the prestigious Royal Ballet School, 
she has to find a job. After several turn-downs, she is hired as a dancer 
at Red, a cabaret held by the enigmatic Rowan, a guy who survives, who 
flies through his life like a damned soul. If she is usually quiet and 
erased, with him, she becomes curious and intends to discover his 
secrets even if it also sheds light on her own. "Ready for the night of your 
life? So come inside, and remember: reality has no place, at Red 
Cabaret."

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 396
WORDS: 116,000
PRICE: EUR 18.90

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 304
WORDS: 65,000
PRICE: EUR 16.90

Stéphanie Borowski is a bubbly 26 year old Belgian from Brussels. She has 2 furry 
babies (cats), is addicted to music, loves cooking, pizza and burgers "from the corner 
of her street". She is always looking to bring a dose of originality to her writings.

THE TWILIGHT OF ANGELS
 A gripping plot, a soft and immersive writing style. A well handled 
story world with characters easy to identify with.

After millennia of wandering the earth, Remiel wants to end it all: a fallen 
angel who dared to love a woman, he longs for nothing more than to 
reach his ultimate goal, death. And when the past knocks on his door, it’s 
the perfect opportunity for him to end his meaningless existence. The 
mission is simple: to protect a young nun. Simple, really? But nothing 
happens as he expects and the task turns out to be more complex than 
he anticipated: Is Ava really who she says she is? And what secret lies 
behind her recent vocation? Between the attraction that pushes him 
towards the young woman and a paradise on fire, will Remiel succeed in 
fighting all battles at once? The rhythm is perfect, making the reading 
very smooth, the intensity grows, holding the reader in suspense until 
the epilogue filled with emotions that leaves a smile on the lips when we 
close the book…

RED STORIES - BOOK 1 OF 2
 A blend of Northern Irish history, reality, romance and suspense. A 
modern day Romeo and Juliet, with a happy ending.

Forbidden love has a price: that of blood… In Belfast in 1997, Jennifer 
Flannighan was a member of Troid, a republican movement ruled with 
an iron fist by her father. At that time, she had a love affair with Sean 
Griffin, captain of an opposing loyalist militia: a forbidden affair that kept 
her away from her family. Years later, Jennifer is back. She is ready to 
face her past and to uncover the secret of her best friend’s disappea-
rance during the Northern Irish conflict. A truth that some people won’t 
allow to come out… at any cost. Between conspiracies and threats, will 
she emerge unscathed? Nothing is sure. Especially since she reconnects 
with Sean, her first love. Between them, the feelings do not seem to have 
weakened and, when their eyes meet again, the passion is revived as a 
devouring fire… but just as dangerous as it used to be.

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 364
WORDS: 83,000
PRICE: EUR 17.90

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 476
WORDS: 108,000
PRICE: EUR 17.90

G.H. David is a French author of contemporary romances who has already published 
several books (City Editions) where thriller and dark romance blend. Her other lite-
rary interest is paranormal fantasy tinged with historical romance.



QUEEN OF ANARCHY - BOOK 1 OF 2
RIGHTS SOLD: French audiobook (Audible)

 A fantastic post-apocalyptic world. A badass heroine hunted by a 
demon. A war between Good and Evil.

The apocalypse took place eight years ago. Since then, on a land aban-
doned by God, monsters hunt in the open… Jaime lives in the poorest 
part of this new world. She may be scared, but she’s also determined to 
join the army alongside Keane, her best friend, and the only person she 
has left. Beyond the walls that protect the Five Cities, she’ll discover a 
deadly, evil world that longs for chaos. Yet she knows that something 
she can’t control is rumbling inside her. And that asshole Ciaran is the 
only one who knew at first glance that she was different. To regain her 
right to exist, she’ll have to face her greatest fears and let go of her last 
dreams. Who is she really? Can she trust Keane, the man she loves with 
all her heart, or Ciaran, the sexy, too perceptive, soldier? And most impor-
tantly, what will be her part in this giant chessboard?

THE SAGA OF SOULS #1 - BOOK 1 OF 6
 Totalling 4+ million readers. A writing that combines modernity and 
poetry for a style that intoxicates the senses.

One winter evening, Oksana goes to a nightclub to celebrate her best 
friend Steeve’s birthday. Oksana eventually notices a man in the crowd 
who catches her eye. He fascinates her upon first glance. She herself 
doesn’t understand this obsession of hers, this want to know his every 
move throughout the evening. She only wishes to rid herself of the 
sadness she feels deep down. As for Max, he enjoys his evening with his 
friends and roommates. However, the constant gaze of this woman at 
the bar intrigues and disturbs him much more than he would like. This 
curiosity will finally drive him to join her at the bar. A relationship deve-
lops between them over time, creating a strong and powerful bond. 
Despite this, both protagonists have secrets they would rather keep to 
themselves. How far will they be willing to go to prevent the other from 
knowing? An author who has a way of making the reader live and see 
things that confuses him and touches him from the depths of his soul. 
Sensuality, duality and drama are the words that describe well this novel.

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 412
WORDS: 125,000
PRICE: EUR 18.90

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 408
WORDS: 102,000
PRICE: EUR 18.90

Océane Ghanem is passionate about reading and writing since she was young. She 
loves to tell incredible love stories, where passion is synonymous with sacrifice. She 
is the author of the acclaimed Blue Belle series and the best-selling Saga of Souls.

TAINTED HEARTS - BOOK 1 OF 3
RIGHTS SOLD: French audiobook (Audible)

 Totalling 5+ million readers. A ballerina. The singer of a famous rock 
band. The collision of two broken hearts… A roller coaster of emotions.

As a student at the Juilliard School, a famous dance academy in New 
York, Ally intends to fulfil her greatest goal and join the corps de ballet 
of the Paris Opera. Ambitious and dedicated, she wants all the chances 
on her side to achieve this dream that has been driving her since child-
hood. At least that was before crossing paths with the famous rock 
band, the Chainless. Ally’s life changes when she attracts the anger of 
the lead singer, Chester Hanson, a man who is as cold as he is ill-tempe-
red. Known to the media for his many eccentricities, the rocker embodies 
a world without rules. It is a world that is opposite to that of the dancer, 
who must bend to the strictest discipline. They are complete contrasts, 
and yet, they will embark on a dangerous game. Blackmail, manipulation, 
provocation, hatred… how far will this collision of two broken hearts go?

CRIMINAL ATTRACTION - BOOK 1 OF 3
  Totalling 4.5+ million readers. A forbidden romance between a 
student and her kidnapper, who is the most wanted criminal in Arizona.

Following her brother’s death, Maya takes refuge in photography, her 
greatest passion, the one that helps her stay on track. When she moves 
to Phoenix to start university, she is determined to make a fresh start. 
But one night, while exploring the area, she gets lost in the dark alleys of 
a dangerous neighborhood. Witness to a murder, she falls under the 
threat of a killer on the run, Evann Black. Cold and violent, he turns Maya 
into his new victim. A disturbing and ambiguous attraction begins 
between the innocent student and the dangerous criminal… Maya’s life 
is turned upside down, she was already on the verge of breaking down 
since her brother was murdered. Drawn against her will into the 
Blackness Chokers gang, will she find the resources within herself to 
survive? A novel full of emotions, with intense suspense, where the 
action is set from the first chapter and only increases with each page. A 
compelling and exciting story that quickly becomes addictive.

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 436
WORDS: 106,000
PRICE: EUR 18.90

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 396
WORDS: 105,000
PRICE: EUR 18.90

A journalism student in Aix-en-Provence, Jennifer Guerrieri is originally from the 
Vaucluse. A passionate reader, she will become a Wattpad star with her debut 
best-selling series Criminal Attraction. She is also the author of the Tainted Hearts 
series.



THE LAST SHAMAN
RIGHTS SOLD: French audiobook (Audible)

 Amazon France best-seller since release. A very well-written and 
immersive novel, in a post-apocalyptic Scotland, bit-lit version.

In a world where humans have been reduced to slavery and divided into 
different social classes under the domination of the Supernaturals, 
Jenny belongs to the Aturals, the bottom of the social scale. She is 
nothing. That’s why her people don’t hesitate to hand her over to the 
MacFillan clan, powerful werewolves based in Scotland, to settle their 
debt. But the one who was only supposed to be a payment will quickly 
turn everything upside down and unsettle everything that the wolves 
thought they knew. She refuses to obey them, and she is particularly 
obstinent towards Keir, the MacFillan’s youngest son, who is as annoying 
as he is persistent. She is special, he feels it. He knows it… and he’s not 
the only one who notices it. Used, desired, and put up for sale, danger 
surrounds the young woman, whose allies turn out to be rather 
surprising.

HEART TO HEART
 An addictive page-turner, an elegant pen that takes the reader on an 
incredible emotional roller coaster ride.

Elly is a discreet, reliable and hard-working girl which attracts her class-
mates’ jealousy. Bullied and pushed to her limits, she is forced to attend 
a student party where she has to take up some challenges. As a discreet 
girl, who prefers to keep to the walls rather than show off in public, this 
can only be a nightmare. In her misfortune, she meets a mysterious 
stranger who brightens up her evening that was becoming a nightmare. 
He even helps her win points in a challenge she couldn’t decline for fear 
of revenge. A break that will remain a good memory and that will contri-
bute to rebuild her life. Years later, the same stranger helps her get the 
scholarship she desperately needed, offering her another break before 
disappearing from her life. But don’t they say "things come in threes"?

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 412
WORDS: 91,000
PRICE: EUR 18.90

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 328
WORDS: 76,000
PRICE: EUR 16.90

Since her childhood, Cindy Lia has dreamt of travelling, wide open spaces, different 
landscapes, and new cultures. The United States is for her an inexhaustible source 
of inspiration. She enjoys writing about strong, independent heroine.

AYDEN - BOOK 1 OF 2
RIGHTS SOLD: French audiobook (Audible)

 By the author of the best-selling The Last Muse series, which has 
sold over 23,000 copies translated into English and Italian.

When she ends up in the hospital following a crisis, Ayden must go into 
exile in the countryside and stay with a grandmother she barely remem-
bers. The old woman is the only person who has a remedy that will 
relieve Ayden of her ailments. Unfortunately, the young woman is a 
victim of this famous disease that has affected the females of her family 
for generations… Her new life begins as she heals herself with herbal 
teas and enters a new school. There, she makes new friends and meets 
Cassandra Vesari, who takes Ayden under her wing. Eventually she runs 
into Cassandra’s brother Luca. Cold and haughty, he seems to hate her 
at first sight. But despite their mutual animosity, he fascinates her. 
Between her zany grandmother and the Vesari family, the young girl will 
discover a dark world in which she has a major role to play. At the risk 
of her life. And her heart…

INFLAMED
 A romance in the world of music. Melancholy, resentment, guilt, 
betrayal… a good dose of emotion to make sparks go flying!

Brody is the kind of anti-hero we like to see. He may not be the perfect 
man, but he is steadfast and trustworthy despite his irritable temper and 
arrogance. June, alias the singer River, is a young vocalist who was 
quickly pulled into the dazzling but ruthless world of showbiz. Once the 
long-time darling of the public, today she is known more for her scandals 
in tabloid magazines than for her international hits. Even if they are 
nothing alike, River and Brody are unavoidably attracted to each other. 
He found himself in the right place at the right time, but he does not want 
to play the role of savior. However, they will have to work together in spite 
of themselves and play the game for the public. Torn between the 
wounds of their past and an undeniable chemistry, will these two artistic 
souls be able to put their differences aside to move forward and come 
together?

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 366
WORDS: 77,000
PRICE: EUR 16.90

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 404
WORDS: 108,000
PRICE: EUR 18.90

Elle Catt is a training consultant in Nevers, France. Her favorite genres are fantasy 
and paranormal romance. She is the author of the best-selling series The Last Muse, 
which was translated into 4 languages.



THE HEART WEAPON - BOOK 1 OF 2
 40,000+ readers. A breathtaking, exciting and passionate suspense 
romance between mobsters, bikers and revenge!

She is the heiress of a mob family, and the crown is heavy to bear. Her 
mother was murdered, she has only one obsession: to avenge her death. 
Her target: the leader of the Black Hell’s, a biker club, whose members 
are well-known criminals. Not a problem, Jimmy was raised to be a killer. 
She feels no emotion, silence is the only friend she has. Nothing could 
have prepared her for this. Him. He’s the leader of a biker gang, the Black 
Hell’s, he has blood on his hands. Adrian, alias AK, is a violent man, he 
imposes his law. Whoever stands in his way will be in for it. But nothing 
could have prepared him for this. Her. She’ll infiltrate his club to kill him. 
He’ll infiltrate her heart to save her. They are rivals, they cannot love each 
other. Except that love knows no sides. Can they survive the chaos of 
their lives? And will they be given the right to love each other?

EL APOCALIPSIS
 "Death is a matter of time." Between games, betrayal and violence, 
who will win in this dark suspense romance: love or death?

A future? Apocalipsis, leader of the Salvatrucha, one of the most power-
ful gangs in the world, has none. Hope? This word has no meaning when 
you live in the shadows of death. And then, he meets Eleonor’s purple 
eyes. She is back from hell, and has nothing to lose. Except the hope for 
a future, whatever it may be. El Salvador is a stage, she has a plan: take 
a short break, and leave again, very quickly, to build her life elsewhere. 
Far from the ghosts of her past. And then she meets the green eyes of 
the Apocalipsis. She is on the run, he is good at tracking. She wants to 
be a shadow among shadows, he is the master of darkness. She wants 
to build a future, he doesn’t. They are nothing alike. Nothing at all. Except 
that… What if, in the end, life was only a matter of time? Or of love?

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 456
WORDS: 117,000
PRICE: EUR 23.00

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 330
WORDS: 89,000
PRICE: EUR 20.00

Constantly in another world, Celine Jeanne is an everlasting dreamer, passionate 
about the Hispanic world. She is the author of many best-selling romances, including 
Solo Tu, Siempre Cuba, No More!, No Way! and El Devil.

THE HATING GAME - BOOK 1 OF 2
  A romance in the world of illegal free-fighting mixing action, 
suspense and emotions through endearing characters.

Rose’s father was murdered when she was sixteen. The only evidence 
left at the crime scene: a flyer. A stupid flyer. Traumatized, Rose strug-
gles to leave the dark past behind, and fights to move forward one step 
at a time. Never again will she be hurt. She has padlocked her heart and 
protects herself behind a thick shell. Her grandmother’s death brings her 
back to London, where she has lived through the worst of her past. Deter-
mined to get it over with quickly, she never thought she’d run into him. 
Kane. A bad boy with ocean blue eyes, whose bad manners are matched 
only by his explosive temperament. Kane, the one who broke her heart, 
the one she hates. Kane, with a questionable reputation. The past is the 
past, isn’t it? But when she’s invited to an illegal free fight party, she 
knows that’s not true. Because he’s there, in the boxing ring. And he 
wants her…

BIKERS’ LAW - BOOK 1 OF 3
 A best-selling bikers romance. A world where violence is only used 
to keep the gang together. An addictive writing.

Madison, a nurse, lives under the influence of Derek, her husband, in a 
toxic relationship. She has lost her friends, and her life is turned upside 
down from one day to the next when she is assaulted. Silent is head of 
a respected bikers’ club. Cold, unemotional, he leads his gang with an 
iron fist, and has to deal with a dirty drug deal. So he has no time to 
baby-sit the outspoken woman his grandmother has taken under her 
wing. At first glance, there is no connection between the drug deal and 
Madison’s assault… At first glance. But what if the two cases were 
connected? What if protecting Madison was key to protecting the club? 
What if Silent’s life wasn’t as full as he thought it was? What if he was 
missing something… or someone? One thing is for sure, their lives will 
never be the same…

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 228
WORDS: 60,000
PRICE: EUR 17.00

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 468
WORDS: 130,000
PRICE: EUR 23.00

Arizona Brooks is a young woman with a passion for reading. Married and a happy 
mother, she decided in 2020 to take the plunge and fulfill her dream of publishing 
her first novel. She is notably the author of the best-selling Biker’s law series.



NO WAY!
 15,000+ copies sold. A modern and touching love story, in the world 
of soccer, a strong and sexy couple.

Addicted to chocolate and chess games, a fan of superheroes, Teodora 
is a student like many others, or at least she would like to be… It’s hard 
not to attract attention when your twin brother is a gifted sportsman, a 
rising soccer star and when you live in Barcelona. She hates this world 
and all that goes with it, especially the media and the groupies. She 
knows one thing for sure: dating a sportsman? Not a chance in hell! 
Dante is the star capitaine of the Barça B team, he hopes to follow Lionel 
Messi’s footstep. His difficult childhood in a slum in Buenos Aires 
marked him for life. He has known misery, destitution, and he wants to 
put his family out of need. For ever. Girls? He has plenty of them. But 
commitment? Not a chance in hell! He’s come too far to screw things up. 
Except that… they should both know, one should never say never…

SURF ON LOVE - BOOK 1 OF 3
 30,000+ copies sold. A biker slow burn that puts the reader under 
tension throughout the reading. An addictive and captivating pen.

It is Cassie Wilt’s first day in college. The past is behind her and she 
hopes to lay the foundations for her new life. Nothing could predict that 
she would meet Hayden. Nothing, except fate, perhaps. When she meets 
the dark, tattooed bad boy, who likes to flirt with the limits, it’s a clash. 
He is everything she hates and that she forbids herself to be around. He 
is despicable, pretentious but sexy as hell and chases girls like he 
chases tricks on his motor bike. But she is also attracted to him. Inexo-
rably. And when he launches this "Make a deal with me", she immediately 
goes for it. She’s not afraid of betting, she is sure to win. Risk is running 
through her blood, her feet are firmly rooted to the ground. And it is not 
an arrogant guy who will make her bend! Who will come out a winner? 
Sweet Cassie, or rebellious Hayden? Love, betrayal, secrets, lies.

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 238
WORDS: 70,000
PRICE: EUR 18.00

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 409
WORDS: 104,000
PRICE: EUR 20.99

In addition to her passion for reading and writing, Lucie has a taste for motorsports. 
A passion passed on by her partner in life. She is able to spend hours immersed in 
a book, as well as following him on the racetracks.

MY FAKE FIANCÉ AND I
 A best-selling romantic comedy set in Paris, for a roller-coaster of 
emotions. A beautiful love story.

At almost thirty years old, Enzo Forza, a great Italian haute-couture desi-
gner is at the head of an empire. The only thing holding him back is his 
mother, who pushes him to get married. At the age of twenty-four, Laura 
Marine is a broke actress who goes from casting to casting, waiting for 
the role that will finally launch her career. So, when Enzo offers her to 
play his fiancée, with a big salary and the guarantee of being introduced 
to a big producer, she immediately accepts! No misunderstanding: they 
both wish to remain single and are complet contrasts. He’s a perfectio-
nist, she likes to be messy. He loves luxury, she loves simplicity. He 
respects the rules, she despises them. And above all, she hates rich guys 
who think everything has a price. The scenario is very clear, but some-
times, the line between acting and reality is blurred… Very blurred.

HIDDEN SECRET - BOOK 1 OF 2
 10,000+ copies sold. A new town. New identities. A sexy High School 
bad boy. A shadow from the past resurfaces…

Forced to flee Seattle and a dark past, Malia and her mother settle down 
in High Beach, a small town in South Carolina, under new identities. 
Eager to keep a low profile, the lonely young woman hopes to blend in. 
But the popular girls at her new high-school invite her to their parties. 
Things get complicated when Jase, the high-school’s bad boy, starts 
flirting with her. The attraction is hard to resist, especially since she is 
lying about who she is! Between friendships, betrayals and first love, 
Malia’s school year is going to be eventful. Everything goes wrong when 
a shadow from her past resurfaces and threatens her life and the lives 
of those around her. Between the casualness of a teenage romance and 
the running of 2 women under a false identity, the blend is explosive and 
works perfectly!

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 319
WORDS: 107,000
PRICE: EUR 23.00

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 488
WORDS: 120,000
PRICE: EUR 22.00

A long-time writing enthusiast, Sarah shared her writing on a fan fiction blog for 
three years during her teenage years. She writes primarily as an escape from reality. 
Like drinking or eating, writing and reading are vital needs for her.



VE.RI.TAS
 17,000+ copies sold. An addictive college romance with a touch of 
humor, a touch of suspense, love, joys, sorrows.

Welcome to Harvard! A French student of aristocratic origin, Astrid, 18, 
is packing her bags for Harvard. She needs to learn more about herself, 
but also to get away from the heavy responsibilities of being an heiress 
of great name. At 24, Leo Montgomery belongs to the other Kennedys 
from Boston. A field hockey player and college star, Leo is the popular, 
handsome, rich, arrogant stereotype of a college student. Everything 
appears to be going his way, but he seems to be hiding an unhappiness 
due to his stifling and unhealthy family situation. He offers a strange 
deal to the beautiful and cold Astrid, asking her to pretend to be his 
girlfriend without any compensation. Astrid is intrigued, especially when 
their attraction grows beyond their lies… Will the truth break this unex-
pected but so unique bond that unites them? Take a contemporary 
college romance: remove the clichés, add secrets, betrayal, and boun-
dless love, toss in the smooth, beautifully crafted writing of an establi-
shed author, and you have VE.RI.TAS.

ONE KISS
 10,000+ copies sold. Between seduction games, exciting revelations 
and humor, we literally fall under Sevan’s charm!

"We kiss, and then that’s it! You agree on that, don’t you?" "Do you think 
that will be enough?", he asks me. "What do I do with my hands?" "Your… 
hands? What do you mean?" "Yes, my hands… Where should I put them 
while I’m… I mean… you’re kissing me? On your breasts?" "Because you, 
when you kiss a girl for the first time, you directly grope her breast?" 
Kissing my ex-brother-in-law. What a crappy idea my best friend found 
to get him out of my mind. That’s right, I’m desperately in love with my 
ex’s brother. Note: I’ve always hated him, he’s always hated me. Yet, 
tonight, here we are, he and I. Because unfortunately, he is handsome, 
sensual, so sexy, and on top of that he is a veterinarian… A kiss. Just one 
kiss that was supposed to rid me of this unhealthy fantasy! It seemed 
like a good idea, on paper. In the real world, it’s a crappy idea. What if 
after I kissed him, I, Cleo, found my obsession with Sevan reinforced?LANGUAGE: French

PAGES: 382
WORDS: 86,000
PRICE: EUR 17.00

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 442
WORDS: 117,000
PRICE: EUR 17.00

Passionate about photography, writing and travel, Isabelle Fourié has been living in 
Switzerland for over a decade. A globetrotter, her stories are inspired by her meetings 
and foreign cultures. She is the author of several best-seller published by Black Inc.

STUPID DEAL
RIGHTS SOLD: French audiobook (Audible)

 A funny, refreshing and sparkling romantic comedy, which is also 
moving. Heroes full of cynicism and sarcasm, highly engaging.

Birdy is a photographer for models, but her dream is to join National 
Geographic. However, so far, the only creatures she shoots are two-leg-
ged and, of course, naked, but not in the way she’d like… It’s been a long 
time since these gentlemen models no longer fascinate her, especially 
since her heart was crushed by one of them. So when she returns from 
a trip and discovers Asher Tate in her bed, the most fashionable model 
of the time, she sees red. She doesn’t know him personally, but she can’t 
stand him on social networks. And moreover, she learns that her big 
brother has planned to accommodate him at home for several days… 
Their stay together goes rather badly, until the day they make a deal: she 
allows him to stay at her place, he helps her date her dream guy. And for 
that, Asher Tate has planned everything: from the makeover to the diet 
and sport sessions. But behind his dreamy appearance, Asher Tate may 
be much more than that.

STEEL BROTHERS - BOOK 1 OF 2
RIGHTS SOLD: French audiobook (Audible)

 50,000+ copies sold. One of the most influential biker sagas in the 
French world of romance in the last decade.

Evelynn is 14 years old when she finds her family slaughtered. Several 
years later, she has become Evy. A lonely and reckless young woman 
who is only driven by her need for revenge. She lives for this revenge that 
she has been planning and polishing for over 9 years. That’s why she 
finds herself one night in a bad neighborhood near an exotic dancers’ 
bar, hideout for a club of disreputable bikers and even less trustworthy. 
The Steel Brothers make a living out of crime: murder, drug dealing, arms 
dealing, pimping… She is not from this world but she is determined to 
become one of them and to take her revenge to the end. Between gang 
wars, undercover cops, family and clan secrets, everything will go 
against her plan. A reading that unsettles the senses, disrupts thoughts 
and contradicts everything we thought we knew about the characters 
when we first met them.

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 486
WORDS: 170,000
PRICE: EUR 17.00

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 445
WORDS: 110,000
PRICE: EUR 18.00

Manon Donaldson is originally from Canada, she already had an overflowing imagi-
nation as a child… Knights, princesses, witches, villains… Today she is considered to 
be the queen of suspense romance.



SINNER LOVE
RIGHTS SOLD: French audiobook (Audible)

 16,000+ copies sold. A thrilling, powerful, nerve-wracking, strong, 
passionate and tormented story, an addictive romance.

When Hazel’s mother dies after being beaten by her husband, custody 
of her daughter is given to a man named Darrow MacKenna, a rich and 
enigmatic high-tech genius. Hazel has never heard of him and soon 
discovers that her mother was the designer of a very famous dating 
application, Sparks, of which Darrow was the main associate. She 
doesn’t understand: why did they live in poverty when her mother was 
the head of a successful business? Devastated by her mother’s death, 
Hazel is sent to the high-security and mysterious mansion of handsome 
Darrow… He is twenty-eight, she is sixteen. He was broken by his first 
love and she has not yet met hers. Tormented by the secrets surrounding 
Hazel’s past and by his own, Darrow will do everything in his power to 
protect her… And keep himself from giving in to the forbidden.

PRINCE CHARMING EXISTS!
RIGHTS SOLD: French audiobook (Audible)

 22,000+ copies sold. Winner of the French Renaissance Award. 
Action, humor, sexy: a romantic comedy with an intense cocktail.

Robyn is a young single mom with a pin-up look, goofy and outgoing. 
Struggling financially, she works in a tattoo shop during the day and in 
an Irish pub at night. She has only two true friends: Nina, who is as crazy 
and exuberant as she is, and Lili, an old nymphomaniac neighbor with a 
bad temper. After being abused by her former husband, Robyn no longer 
believes in Prince Charming, until she meets her neighbor, Val. He could 
be perfect… if he weren’t so undeniably unfriendly and cold. And a 
hitman. Rob and Val embark on a cat-and-mouse game. The hitman 
plays both sides off, as he has to lie to the young woman about his actual 
profession and doesn’t want to endanger her. Yet they end up giving in 
to temptation and begin a passionate relationship, both steamy and 
tender. But danger is never far away, and their past and secrets quickly 
catch up with them.

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 490
WORDS: 134,000
PRICE: EUR 17.00

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 606
WORDS: 141,000
PRICE: EUR 17.00

Anna Triss graduated in art history and archaeology, and is happily married with a 
baby boy. Her first published book, Prince Charming Exists! became a best-seller in 
just a few months and won first prize for romance at the 2019 Niort Book Fair.

THE ROMANCE OF MY LIFE… NO WAY!
RIGHTS SOLD: French audiobook (Audible)

 16,000+ copies sold. A well-hidden secret that keeps the reader on 
the edge of his seat, a touching romance, and above all plenty of humor.

Alizée Roy is a successful romance author. She is the golden goose for 
Alain, LoveRomance’s publisher, who is all about money and who pres-
sures her to write a new best-seller. The problem is that she is going 
through a writer’s block. Writing mostly at night, her daily life is suddenly 
turned upside down when Ervin, her new neighbor, settles in. A hottie 
who upsets Alizée’s writing sessions with his late-night dates. He’s arro-
gant, sexy, but that doesn’t stop the writer from setting him straight with 
her usual bad temper. A cat-and-mouse game develops between them, 
and Alizée ends up falling for her neighbor, who helps her accept who 
she is. She will also find renewed inspiration to write her book. But what 
she didn’t expect was that Ervin had actually been hired by her publisher 
to flirt with her and get her inspired again.

BAD TRIP IN ALASKAL
RIGHTS SOLD: French audiobook (Audible)

 14,000+ copies sold. Winner of the 2020 Black Award. Breathtaking 
landscapes, a moving, addictive story. A storm of emotions.

Meghan works at a travel agency in Juneau, Alaska, and she must find 
a trip to win the company’s challenge. The daughter of a hunter, she is 
convinced that it is there that she will find the perfect trip. So she hires 
the only guide who offers an old-fashioned fishing and hunting trip, and 
lands on Baranof Island in Sitka. But Kal, her guide, turns out to be the 
worst guide ever. Widower for 2 years, Kal is a depressive alcoholic who 
has no taste for anything anymore, living as a loner in the heart of the 
forest. His only company is his Labrador retriever, and the only people 
he tolerates are his mother, who runs the town’s small bar, and his best 
friend Peter. Kal will give the young woman a hard time as they go on a 
hike, but Meghan’s strong character proves to be much stronger than he 
is when it comes to survival…

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 466
WORDS: 108,000
PRICE: EUR 17.00

LANGUAGE: French
PAGES: 436
WORDS: 105,000
PRICE: EUR 17.00

Farah Anah was born in Brussels. Since her early age, she has been reading books 
and wrote her first romance at the age of twenty-seven. She is now the author of 
many books, all with powerful emotional plots and a rather dark universe.
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